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GENERAL ABSTRACT 
 
Bones are subjected to varying mechanical loads during daily activities. Within physiological 

limits, bones adapt their mass and architecture to the loading conditions to optimize their load 

bearing capacity. Osteocytes are the pivotal cells orchestrating this biomechanical regulation of 

bone mass and structure, which is accomplished by the process of bone remodelling. Bone 

remodelling is a localised process characterized by bone resorption, which is carried out by the 

osteoclasts, and subsequent bone deposition, which is carried out by the osteoblasts. The activity 

of these effector cells, the osteoclasts and osteoblasts, is likely regulated by the 

mechanosensitive osteocytes. The osteocytes comprise 90-95% of the whole bone cell 

population in the adult animal. Osteocyte cell bodies reside in the lacunae, which lie within the 

hard mineralised matrix of bone. Approximately 50-60 cell processes originate from each 

osteocyte cell body and radiate through the canaliculi in different directions to form an intercellular 

network with surrounding osteocytes, the cells lining the bone surface, and bone marrow. 

Anatomically, osteocytes are ideally placed in the bone matrix to perform mechanosensation. 

How the mechanosensitive osteocytes sense the mechanical loads on bone and bring about 

adaptive alterations in bone mass and architecture is not yet completely understood. However, it 

is widely accepted that the load-derived flow of interstitial fluid over the osteocytes conveys the 

mechanical signal to these cells, which then produce signalling molecules that can regulate the 

activity of the effector cells, which subsequently leads to adequate bone mass and architecture. 

Osteocytes lie at the heart of the bone remodelling process, yet very little information exists 

about the role of single osteocytes in mechanosensation, chemical signalling and thus bone 

adaptation. The deep seated anatomical location of osteocytes in bone matrix, the challenging 

aspect of imparting mechanical loading and then monitoring the biological response at a single 

cell level likely have impeded investigations at the single osteocyte level. 

 

In this thesis we aim to address the following scientific questions: 

1. Is it feasible to quantitatively monitor online the nitric oxide response of single osteocytes 

to a quantified direct, and localised mechanical loading? 

2. Which part of a single osteocyte is mechanosensitive, the cell body and/or the cell 

processes? 

3. Is a mechanically-stimulated single osteocyte capable of propagating the mechanical 

signal to its surrounding cells, both in the presence and absence of intercellular 

connections? 

4. Are the osteocyte cell bodies involved in the direct mechanosensation of matrix strains? 

5. Does the external loading pattern on bone determine the osteocytes’ cell shape and/or 

orientation along their long axis? 
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To seek answers to the above questions, we started by demonstrating that mechanical 

stimulation of a single osteocyte results in upregulation of intracellular nitric oxide (NO) 

production. NO is produced when L-arginine is converted to L-citruline in the presence of NO 

synthase enzyme, molecular oxygen, NADPH, and other cofactors. In bone, NO has been shown 

to modulate the activity of bone forming osteoblasts and bone resorbing osteoclasts, and can be 

used also as a marker for studying the mechanosensitivity of osteocytes. NO is a small, highly 

reactive molecule with a half life of less than 5 s, which makes its online detection at a single 

osteocyte level difficult. We used the recently introduced NO sensing chromophore DAR-4M AM 

to demonstrate the feasibility of monitoring online the instantaneous NO production in single 

osteocytes after quantified, direct, and localised mechanical load, which was imparted by using 

optical tweezers and microneedle (chapters 3 and 4). We applied these new techniques, i.e. 

quantitated localized mechanical stimulation and the determination of intracellular NO production, 

to investigate further the role of a single osteocyte in mechanosensation and intercellular 

chemical signaling. 

Bone remodelling is a localised process involving groups of different cells, which collaborate 

in basic multicellular units (BMU). For concerted activity of these cells, it is imperative for 

mechanosensitive osteocytes to be able to communicate the mechanosensing information to the 

effector cells, the osteoblasts and osteoclasts, within a BMU. Both direct intercellular signaling 

and indirect extracellular signaling likely contribute to the communication between the osteocytes 

and the effector cells. Mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte in both an interconnected 

network of cells and non-interconnected cells resulted in upregulation of intracellular NO 

production in the stimulated cell as well as in the surrounding cells (chapters 4 and 5). This 

intercellular communication might have occurred by signaling molecules, such as calcium or 3’-5’-

cyclic adenosine monophosphate, membrane-permeable polyunsaturated fatty acids as they are 

known to stimulate NO production, and ATP. This demonstrates that indeed a single osteocyte 

can disseminate mechanosensing information to its surrounding cells, both in the presence as 

well as the absence of intercellular connections. 

Over the last few decades, both theoretical modeling and experimental data have led to the 

general notion that osteocytes are the mechanosensors in bone. The mechanism of 

mechanosensing by osteocytes is not yet completely understood, but it is believed that the strain-

derived fluid flow mechanically activates the osteocytes. Han et al. (PNAS 2004) have proposed 

that osteocyte cell processes possess a unique strain amplification mechanism, which leads to 

the mechanosensation of load-derived interstitial fluid flow by the osteocytes. However, the 

calculated shear forces as a result of fluid flow on the cell body are believed to be too low to 

mechanically activate the osteocytes in situ. Thus the osteocyte cell body has not been widely 

implicated in the process of mechanosensation. Moreover, there is little experimental evidence to 
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define the role of the osteocyte cell body in mechanosensation. We show that both cell body and 

cell processes are mechanosensitive to localized direct mechanical loading (chapter 3).  

We illustrate that the osteocyte cell bodies exhibit integrin-mediated mechanosensing after 

direct mechanical loading, as demonstrated by the upregulation of intracellular NO production 

after mechanical loading of osteocyte cell bodies (chapter 3). This observation led us to 

hypothesize that the osteocyte cell body in vivo is involved in direct mechanosensation of matrix 

strains via its cytoskeleton. To test our hypothesis, we determined the 3D shape and orientation 

of the long axes of osteocytes in situ in two type of bone, fibula and calvaria, which have 

physiologically different mechanical loading patterns (chapter 6). We investigated the 3D shape 

and orientation of the long axes of individual osteocytes because it is known that the external 

mechanical forces influence the cytoskeletal structure, and thus cell shape, and that the cells 

orientate in the direction of principle strains due to the integrin-mediated elongation of stress 

fibers. By using confocal laser scanning microscopy we demonstrated that the osteocytes in 

fibula were aligned along the principle mechanical loading direction, whereas in calvaria the 

osteocytes were relatively not aligned in any particular direction (chapter 6). Furthermore, nano-

CT scan analysis demonstrated that the osteocyte lacunae in the entire thickness (nearly 1 mm) 

of the fibula were aligned parallel to the principle mechanical loading direction of the fibula, 

whereas osteocyte lacunae in the entire thickness (also nearly 1 mm) of the calvaria were 

relatively randomly orientated. These differences in orientation can be attributed to the different 

loading patterns in the two bones. The fibula is predominantly loaded in the longitudinal direction, 

whereas the calvaria is loaded radially and/or tangentially due the intracranial pressure and/or 

mastication. This indicates that indeed osteocyte cell bodies might be able to sense the external 

mechanical loads and hence orientate in accordance with these loads. 

The 3D morphology of single osteocytes revealed that the fibular osteocytes were stretched 

and relatively flat, whereas calvarial osteocytes exhibited a more spherical morphology (chapter 

6). In vitro studies on MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells have shown that round cells are orders of 

magnitude more mechanosensitive compared to flat ones. Physiologically, calvarial bone 

experiences much lower mechanical loads than long bones, which might indicate that the 

osteocytes in calvariae can maintain their physiological functions even in the presence of low 

mechanical loads and hence are more mechanosensitive than osteocytes in long bones, which 

are exposed to higher mechanical loads. Osteocyte cell morphology thus appears to adapt itself 

to external mechanical loading and seems to have an important physiological function in 

mechanosensing and bone adaptation. 

The above proposed hypothesis of direct mechanosensation of matrix strains by osteocyte 

cell bodies is further substantiated by the fact that the internal organization of the cellular actin 

cytoskeleton in viable osteocytes in situ adheres to the principle direction of external mechanical 

loading (chapter 7). Moreover, paxillin proteins were predominantly ‘localised’ to upper and lower 
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‘poles’ of fibular osteocytes, whereas they were evenly distributed across the osteocyte cell 

bodies in calvaria. Paxillin localization is widely used to access the distribution of focal adhesions 

in mechanosensing cells and paxillin is known to localise to the mechanosensing part of the cell. 

The ‘polarised’ distribution of paxillin in fibular osteocyte cell bodies can likely be attributed to the 

longitudinal mechanical loading pattern in fibula, and the even distribution of paxillin in calvarial 

osteocyte cell bodies to the radial mechanical loading pattern in calvaria. This specific but 

different distribution pattern of mechanosensitive focal adhesions in osteocyte cell bodies in fibula 

and calvaria upholds the proposed hypothesis that the osteocyte cell bodies are involved in direct 

mechanosensing of matrix strains via their cytoskeleton. 

In this thesis we demonstrate that it is feasible to quantitatively monitor online the NO 

response of a single osteocyte to a quantified direct, and localized mechanical loading. A 

mechanically stimulated single osteocyte has the competence to communicate the perceived 

mechanical loading signal to its surrounding cells. This intercellular communication can be 

accomplished by signaling molecules traveling via both intercellular connections through cell 

processes, and extracellularly via the soluble factors. Our results suggest that both osteocyte cell 

bodies and cell processes are involved in mechanosensing. The osteocyte cell bodies likely 

sense the matrix strains in bone via their cytoskeleton, mediated by the focal adhesions and 

adapt their morphology and orientation for efficient load bearing. This reinforces the widely 

accepted role of osteocytes as mechanosensors of bone and highlights a putative new 

mechanism of mechanosensing in these cells. In conclusion the single osteocytes have the 

capacity to perform mechanosensing and chemical signaling in response to mechanical loading. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 

Osteocytes are the pivotal cells orchestrating the biomechanical regulation of bone mass and 

structure for efficient load bearing (1-6). Mechanical loading dependent maintenance of bone mass 

and architecture is carried out by the process of bone remodelling. Bone remodelling is a 

localised process characterized by bone resorption, which is carried out by the osteoclasts, and 

subsequent bone deposition, which is carried out by the osteoblasts (7,8). The mechanosensitive 

osteocytes comprise 90-95% of the whole bone cell population in the adult animal (9). Osteocyte 

cell bodies reside in the lacunae, which lie within the hard mineralised matrix of bone. 

Approximately 50-60 cell processes originate from each osteocyte cell body and radiate through 

the canaliculi in different directions to form an intercellular network with surrounding osteocytes 

(figure 1), the cells lining the bone surface, and bone marrow (10-13). How the mechanosensitive 

osteocytes sense the mechanical loads on bone and bring about adaptive alterations in bone 

mass and architecture is not yet completely understood. However, It is widely accepted that the 

load-derived flow of interstitial fluid over the osteocytes conveys the mechanical signal to these 

cells (6,14), which then produce signalling molecules that can regulate the activity of the effector 

cells (15,16), the osteoclasts and the osteoblasts, which subsequently leads to adequate bone mass 

and architecture (8) (figure 2). During the last few decades significant progress has been made in 

the field of mechanotransduction in bone cells. Both theoretical and experimental studies have 

contributed in delineating the role of osteocytes in mechanosensation and their subsequent 

biological response. New insights have come up into the anatomical details of the primary 

osteocytes (10,11,17,18), osteocyte isolation (19), mechanosensation (6,20,21), and signal transduction 
(22-26), to name just a few. Computational models have demonstrated the importance of 

mechanical loading as a potent and stable regulator of complex biochemical processes involved 

in the maintenance of bone architecture (27). We update our current understanding of these recent 

developments in scientific research, which outline the role of osteocytes in mechanotransduction 
(4) (chapter 2). 

Single osteocyte level mechanosensing and chemical signalling in osteocytes orchestrate 

bone adaptation (1). The bone cells’ response to mechanical loading has predominantly been 

studied in monolayer cell cultures or entire bone (24,28, 29,30). The deep seated anatomical location 

of osteocytes in bone matrix, the challenging aspect of imparting mechanical loading and then 

monitoring the biological response at a single cell level likely have impeded investigations at the 

single osteocyte level. We address the issue of feasibility of studying the effect of quantified 

mechanical load on single osteocytes (chapter 3). Han et al. (31) has postulated that osteocyte cell 

processes exhibit fluid flow-mediated mechanosensation in vivo. This hypothesis banks on the 

presence of a unique strain amplification mechanism, which involves the interaction of the cell 

process cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix. This hypothesis is not extended to the  
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Figure 1. Immunofluorescence image of phalloidin-labelled actin cytoskeleton in osteocytes in 
situ in mouse calvaria. Approximately 50-60 cell processes (arrow head) originate from each 
osteocyte cell body (arrow) and radiate through the canaliculi, in different directions to form an 
intercellular network with surrounding osteocytes. Bar, 15 µm. 

 

 

Figure 2. A schematic sketch representing the central role of osteocytes in bone remodelling. 
Osteocytes sense the mechanical load and subsequently produce signalling molecules like nitric 
oxide and prostaglandins that can regulate the activity of the effector cells, the osteoclasts and 
the osteoblasts, which subsequently leads to adequate bone mass and architecture. NO, nitric 
oxide; PG, prostaglandins; OCY, osteocytes; OB, osteoblasts; OC, osteoclasts. 
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osteocyte cell bodies as the fluid flow-mediated shear forces on the osteocyte cell bodies are too 

small to be sensed (32). Hence osteocyte cell bodies are not implicated in mechanosensation in 

bone. We investigated the mechanosensitive part of a single osteocyte, is it the cell body and/or 

the cell processes? (chapter 3) 

Mechanical loading in osteocytes results in increased production of signalling molecules like 

nitric oxide (NO) (24). NO is ubiquitously present in human physiological systems (33). It functions 

as a messenger molecule in many signalling processes through the cellular guanisine 3’, 5’-

monophosphate (cGMP) pathway and through the nitrosylation of regulatory thiols (33). In bone, 

NO has been shown to modulate the activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts (15,16). NO is a small 

highly reactive free radical, which has a short half life of less than 5 sec. The quick metabolism of 

NO makes its online detection and monitoring at single osteocyte level challenging. We 

demonstrate a method to quantitatively monitor online NO concentrations in a viable osteocyte by 

using a recently developed NO-sensing rhodamine derivative, DAR-4M AM (chapter 4). This 

unique tool empowered us to monitor the upregulation of instantaneous NO production in 

individual osteocytes in response to mechanical and chemical stimuli. 

Bone remodelling involves osteocytes, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts, which interact in basic 

multicellular units (BMUs). The concerted activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts orchestrated by 

the mechanosensitive osteocytes likely leads to bone remodelling (8). It is crucial that the 

osteocytes can transmit the information of mechanical loading to the effector cells with an 

average BMU radius of 100 µm. This communication between osteocytes and its surrounding 

cells can occur via intercellular connections and/or extracellularly via the soluble factors. We 

investigated the capacity of a single osteocyte to transmit mechanical loading information to its 

surrounding cells in the presence of intercellular connections (chapter 4) and the absence of 

intercellular connections (chapter 5).  

Osteocytes are the putative mechanosensors in bone. There is very little evidence to 

explicate the mechanism of sensing external loads by the osteocytes. The lacuno-canalicular fluid 

flow hypothesis is one attempt to explain how osteocytes might experience mechanical loads in 

vivo. According to the fluid flow hypothesis, the cell processes are the mechanosensors of the 

shearing forces imparted on them by the loading-derived flow of interstitial fluid in the canaliculi. 

The knowledge of the role of the osteocyte cell bodies in mechanosensation is in its infancy. In 

chapters 3 and 4 we demonstrate that osteocyte cell bodies are mechanosensitive to 

cytoskeletal-mediated external mechanical loading. Based on these findings, we hypothesized 

that osteocyte cell bodies in vivo sense the external mechanical loads directly via their 

cytoskeleton. To test this hypothesis, we took a cue from the well known fact that mammalian 

cells sense external mechanical loads directly via their cytoskeleton and that these external loads 

determine cell shape and orientation. Thus, we investigated the 3D shape of osteocyte cell 
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bodies and the orientation of their long axes in situ in two bones, the fibula and calvaria, which 

physiologically have different mechanical loading patterns (chapter 6).  

In mammalian cells, external mechanical forces have a direct role in the formation of focal 

adhesions, and they are known to be involved in mechanosensation and downstream signaling 
(34). The localisation of focal adhesions is linked to the external force applied on the cell via its 

extracellular matrix (34-36). Focal adhesions comprise of multiple actin-associated proteins such as 

paxillin, vinculin, talin, and zyxin, among many others. Paxillin localization is widely used to 

access the distribution of focal adhesions in mechanosensing cells and paxillin is known to 

localise to the mechanosensing part of the cell (37). To further substantiate our hypothesis of direct 

mechanosensation of matrix strains by osteocyte cell bodies via their cytoskeleton, we 

investigated the distribution of paxillin proteins in osteocytes in situ in the two bones, the fibula 

and calvaria, which physiologically have different mechanical loading patterns (chapter 7).  

 

In summary, this thesis aims to address the following scientific questions: 

1. Is it feasible to quantitatively monitor online the nitric oxide response of single osteocytes 

to a quantified direct, and localised mechanical loading? 

2. Which part of a single osteocyte is mechanosensitive, the cell body and/or the cell 

processes? 

3. Is a mechanically-stimulated single osteocyte capable of propagating the mechanical 

signal to its surrounding cells, both in the presence and absence of intercellular 

connections? 

4. Are the osteocyte cell bodies involved in the direct mechanosensation of matrix strains? 

5. Does the external loading pattern on bone determine the osteocytes’ cell shape and/or 

orientation along their long axis? 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose of review 
Significant progress has been made in the field of mechanotransduction in bone cells. The 

increasing knowledge about the role of the osteocyte as the professional mechanosensor cell of 

bone, and the lacuno-canalicular porosity as the structure that mediates mechanosensing, might 

result in a new paradigm for understanding the bone formation response to mechanical loading, 

and the bone resorption response to disuse.  

Strain-derived flow of interstitial fluid through the lacuno-canalicular porosity seems to 

mechanically activate the osteocytes, as well as ensures transport of cell signalling molecules, 

nutrients and waste products. This concept allows explanation of local bone gain and loss, as well 

as remodeling in response to fatigue damage, as processes supervised by mechanosensitive 

osteocytes. 

Recent findings 
The osteogenic activity of bone cells in vitro have been quantitatively correlated with varying 

stress stimulations highlighting the importance of the rate of loading. Theoretically, a possible 

mechanism for the stress response by osteocytes is due to strain-amplification at the peri-cellular 

matrix. Hence, single cell studies on molecular responses of osteocytes are on their way. These 

findings contribute insight on local architectural alignment in bone during remodeling. Alignment 

seems to occur as a result of the osteocyte’s sensing different canalicular flow patterns around 

cutting cone and reversal zone during loading, thus determining the bone’s structure. 

Summary 
Uncovering the cellular and mechanical basis of the osteocyte’s response to loading represents a 

significant challenge to our understanding of cellular mechanotransduction and bone remodeling.
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Osteocyte Network in Bone 
Osteocytes are stellate shaped cells enclosed within the lacuno-canalicular network of bone. The 

lacunae contain the cell bodies, from which the 5-30 μm long cytoplasmic processes (50-60 per 

osteocyte) (1)  radiate through the bone matrix via canaliculi (figure 1). The formation of these 

osteocyte processes is highly dependent on continuous cleavage of type-I collagen (2). 

Osteocytes are connected by their cell processes to neighboring osteocytes and to the cells lining 

the bone surface. Some osteocyte processes pass through the lining cell layer thereby 

establishing contact with the extraosseus space (3), suggesting cell communication between the 

osteocyte and the osteoblast stem cell in the bone marrow compartments.  

Dramatic changes occur in the distribution of actin-binding proteins during terminal 

differentiation of osteoblasts to osteocytes (4**). These changes likely contribute to the typical 

morphology of the osteocyte, which was originally thought to be enforced on differentiating 

osteoblasts during their incorporation in the bone matrix (5). Osteocytes remain in contact with 

neighbouring osteocytes and with bone surface cells to ensure the access of oxygen and 

nutrients. Osteocytes in vitro express the typical morphology again as soon as they attach to a 

support (6,7) (figure 1). In bone, interactions between osteocytes-osteocytes and osteocytes-

osteoblasts are achieved through cadherin-based adherens junctions and gap junctions (8*,9*). 

Within each osteon therefore, osteocytes form a network of gap junction-coupled cells, 

representing an intracellular as well as an extracellular network system.  

Which stimuli do “excite” the osteocytes? The answer likely comes from studies in which 

biomechanical concepts and techniques are applied to bone cell biology. Over the last decade, 

both theoretical and experimental data have led to the general notion that osteocytes are the 

pivotal cells in the biomechanical regulation of bone mass and structure (10-17). The development 

of osteocyte isolation techniques, with the use of highly sensitive (immuno) cytochemical and in 

situ hybridization procedures, and molecular biological methods, are rapidly increasing our 

knowledge about the osteocyte, the least understood bone cell type. In this paper we will focus on 

the role of osteocytes in bone mechanotransduction, with emphasis on their role in determining 

the bone’s structure. 

 

Osteocyte Isolation from Bone 
Osteocytes are terminally differentiated cells, embedded in hard matrix, and therefore have not 

received adequate attention, until a decade ago. The field has opened up by the group of 

Nijweide (6**), who succeeded in the isolation and purification of chicken osteocytes from mixed 

bone cell populations obtained from fetal bones by enzymatic digestion, using an osteocyte-

specific antibody directed to an antigen on the cytoplasmic membrane and an immunodissection 
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method. The isolated osteocytes did behave similar to osteocytes in vivo, i.e. the post-mitotic 

osteocytes re-acquired a stellate morphology and formed a cellular network by means of their 

long cell processes.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Osteocyte morphology. Left: Isolated osteocytes in culture. Osteocytes were isolated by 
an immunodissection method using MAb OB7.3-coated magnetic beads. After isolation the cells 
were seeded on a glass support, cultured for 24 hr and studied with a scanning electron 
microscope. After attachment, osteocytes form cytoplasmic extrusions in all directions. Right: 
Osteocytes embedded in calcified bone matrix. Note the many cell processes, radiating from the 
osteocyte cell bodies, as visualized using scanning electron microscopy. Magnification: 1000x. 
 

 

Osteocyte Markers 
Characteristic for osteocytes is their location within the bone matrix, their typical stellate 

morphology and cytoskeletal organization, which is important for the osteocyte’s response to 

loading (18**). The prominent actin bundles in the osteocytic processes in combination with the 

abundance of the actin-bundling protein fimbrin are typical for osteocytes (19). Furthermore, 

osteocytes express osteocalcin, osteonectin, and osteopontin, but show little alkaline 

phosphatase activity (20).  

Currently, the best markers for isolated osteocytes are their typical morphology (6**) and their 

reaction with osteocyte-specific monoclonal antibodies (21,22). In addition, matrix extracellular 

phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE) is highly expressed in osteocytes (23**), as well as the carboxyl-

terminal PTH receptor (CPTHR), which activation is involved in cell survival and communication 
(24**), and sclerostin, an osteocyte-expressed negative regulator of bone formation (25). Finally, 

dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP1) is also highly expressed in osteocytes and is mechanically 
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responsive. The DMP1 gene  contains an 8Kb region which is a target for mechanotransduction, 

and its cis-regulatory activity may be correlated to local strain in bone (26**). 

 
 
THE FUNCTION OF OSTEOCYTES 
 

Osteocytes as Mechanosensor Cells 
Osteocytes are likely the mechanosensory cells par excellence of bone (12), dispersed throughout 

the mineralized matrix. Osteocyte density varies depending on skeletal site and developmental 

history (27*). They are directly connected with each other via gap junction-coupled (8*,9*) long 

slender cell processes running in canaliculi of unmineralized matrix. Superficial osteocytes are 

connected with lining cells and osteoblasts. An intracellular as well as an extracellular route allow 

for rapid passage of ions and signal molecules, enabling cellular signalling from osteocytes deep 

within the bone tissue to surface lining cells and vice versa. 

Osteocytes are sensitive to stress applied (13,28-33). For example, intermittent loading at 

physiological strain magnitude produces rapid changes of metabolic activity in osteocytes (13). 

Finite element simulation of bone remodeling, assuming this to be a self-organizational control 

process, also predicted a role for osteocytes as stress sensors of bone (14). The mechanical 

environment of the stress-sensitive osteocyte varies with the geometry of the osteocyte lacuna 
(34*).  

How do osteocytes sense mechanical loading? Over the last few years a number of 

theoretical and experimental studies have appeared that agree that flow of interstitial fluid is likely 

the stress-derived factor that informs the bone cells about mechanical loading. In this view, the 

canaliculi are the bone porosity of interest, and the osteocytes the mechanosensor cells. 

 

Interstitial Fluid Flow in Bone 
There is early evidence of stress-induced fluid flow in bone (35), as well as a substantial flow of 

fluid through the mineralized portion of bone (36). The diameter of the canaliculi allows the stress-

derived fluid flow to reach even the outermost osteocytes of an osteon (37). Wang et al. (38*) have 

delineated the bone’s interstitial fluid pathway in vivo. These studies emphasized the importance 

of mechanically induced flow for the transport of metabolites to and from osteocytes in an osteon, 

to ensure osteocyte viability.  

 

Effects of Fluid Flow on Osteocytes 
Klein-Nulend et al. (13) subjected osteocytes, osteoblasts, and periosteal fibroblasts from chicken 

calvarial bone (6**,21) to two stress regimes, hydrostatic compression (IHC) and pulsatile fluid flow 

(PFF) (39**). Under both stress regimes, osteocytes appeared more sensitive than osteoblasts, and 
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osteoblasts more sensitive than periosteal fibroblasts. In addition, osteocytes were particularly 

sensitive to fluid shear stress, more so than to hydrostatic stress. These conclusions are 

remarkably in agreement with the theory developed by the group of Cowin (12,17,40) that osteocytes 

are the professional mechanosensory cells of bone, and that they detect mechanical loading 

events by the canalicular flow of interstitial fluid that results from that loading event.  

 

Mechanotransduction in Bone 
Mechanotransduction is the process by which the mechanosensor cells convert the mechanical 

stimulus into intracellular signals. How the mechanical signal is detected and converted into a 

chemical, intracellular response has yet to be established. The composition and structure of the 

matrix in the periosteocytic sheath and the adherence of osteocytes to their surrounding matrix 

appear very important. The matrix composition and structure determines the bone’s porosity for 

fluid flow and therefore the magnitude of the fluid shear stress (17). The osteocyte processes and 

their surrounding matrix possess a range of structural elements, which according to a theoretical 

model (41) should allow for a dramatic amplification of cellular-level strains (42*). As osteocytes are 

still capable of producing matrix proteins and proteoglycans, they might even modify their 

responsiveness to mechanical loading by adapting the matrix around them, and thereby the 

porosity of the lacuno-canalicular system.  

Osteocytes adhere to their surrounding matrix by cytoplasmic membrane receptors such as 

integrins and CD44 receptors, coupled to the cytoskeleton. These receptors are likely the first 

step of intracellular signal transduction after mechanical stimulation (43). Regulation of the number 

of adhesion sites and/or their coupling to intracellular signal transduction pathways might provide 

a mechanism by which endocrine modulation of the mechanoregulation of bone occurs. 

Extracellular Na+ and Ca2+ influxes are believed to be necessary for downstream anabolic 

effects of mechanotransduction in osteocytes (44). 

 

Stress Response and Cellular Deformation  
The rate of the applied loading stimulus correlates to bone formation rather than the magnitude of 

strain (17,45). Low magnitude (<10 με), high frequency (10–100 Hz) loading can stimulate bone 

growth and inhibit disuse osteoporosis (46). Also, high-magnitude, low-frequency stimuli are quite 

rare in the activities of daily life, whereas high-frequency, low-magnitude stimuli are quite 

common (46,47). High rates of loading also increased bone mass and strength after jumping 

exercises in middle-aged osteopenic ovariectomized rats (48). The rate of loading seems to be a 

decisive factor in bone formation and maintenance. However the underlying cellular mechanism 

is not well understood. 

Bacabac et al. (39**) found a linear correlation between increased amounts of nitric oxide (NO) 

released by bone cells and the rate of fluid shear stress. Since NO mediates bone formation in 
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vivo (49), this supports the notion that bone formation in vivo is stimulated by dynamic rather than 

static loads (50), and that low-magnitude, high-frequency mechanical stimuli may be as stimulatory 

as high-amplitude, low-frequency stimuli. This rate-dependent response was found to occur, 

provided that the cells are “kicked” in a pre-conditioned state (51**). The finding that the bone cell’s 

response to fluid shear stress is rate-dependent provides an explanation why adaptive bone 

formation can occur despite the sporadic occurrence of high-amplitude strains in daily life (52).  

The excitation mechanism of osteocytes might be due to a unique strain amplification that 

results from the interaction of the pericellular matrix and the cell process cytoskeleton (53**). This 

also provides an explanation for sustained bone formation despite the sporadic occurrence of 

high amplitude strains in normal physiological loading conditions. The theoretical approach leads 

to an extracellular mechanism for amplifying stress, whereas, experimental investigations leading 

to a rate-dependent response, provided a cellular basis for understanding the osteogenic 

adaptation of bone to mechanical loading. Further understanding of how bone cells respond to 

stress at the cellular level might provide a deeper insight on how maintained bone health copes 

with meager amounts of high amplitude loading.  

Recent studies on the osteogenic activity of bone cells investigated the effects of stress using 

varying techniques (fluid flow, substrate strain, hydrostatic pressure, vibration stress (54)). The 

magnitude (and rate) of stress were shown to correlate with the cellular response, which was 

likely cell deformation-dependent. Relating the effects of fluid flow and substrate straining have 

shown that the former induces higher release of signaling molecules (55**,56). A numerical study 

confirmed that the cellular deformation caused by stress induced by fluid flow is fundamentally 

different from that induced by substrate straining (55**). Fluid shear stress has a larger overturning 

effect on the bone cells, while the effect of substrate strain is focused on cell-substrate 

attachments. These recent results confirm the importance of investigating how cells deform in 

response to stress for understanding the corresponding physiological response of cells (55**). One 

possible pathway for the detection of strain involves mechanosensitive channels, since their 

sensitivity to membrane strain and tension may be relevant in the understanding of cellular 

reactions to mechanical strain and bone physiology (57**). 

 

Signal Transduction in Mechanosensing 
To respond to mechanical stimuli with the production of signal molecules which modulate the 

activities of osteoblasts and osteoclasts, the mechanosensive osteocytes have to convert the 

mechanical stimuli into intracellular signals (mechanotransduction). Extracellular matrix receptors, 

attached to the extracellular matrix as well as to the cytoskeleton, are prime candidates as 

mechanotransducers (43). It is likely that the known intracellular signal transduction pathways, 

such as the intracellular Ca2+, IP3, or cAMP dependent pathways, shown to play a role in other 

mechanosensitive cells, are involved (58*,59). Thereafter signal molecules are produced and 
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secreted, such as prostaglandins and nitric oxide (NO) (60*). Osteopontin is rapidly upregulated by 

osteocytes after acute disuse, which may serve to mediate bone resorption, given that 

osteopontin acts as an osteoclast chemotaxant, and a modulator of osteoclastic attachment to 

bone (61*).  

Prostaglandins are involved in the response of bone tissue and cells to stress (62-66,67**,68). 

Both bone resorption caused by immobilization and bone  formation caused by mechanical 

loading are inhibited by indomethacin in vivo (69). The early upregulation of prostaglandin release 

in response to mechanical stress was associated with induction of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) (70), 

and an increase in the number of functional gap junctions (71). Induction of COX-2 by stress might 

explain why prostaglandin production is continued for several hours after stress was stopped 
(29,72) and could be related to the memory phenomenon described in vivo (73). 

NO produced by nitric oxide synthase (NOS) is an important mediator of the response of 

bone to stress. Several studies (13,39**,46,50,70,72) have shown that NO production is rapidly 

increased in response to mechanical stress in bone cells, including isolated osteocytes (figure 2). 

Both endothelial and neuronal NOS isoforms are present in osteocytes (74*). In fracture patients, 

the proportions of osteocytes expressing ecNOS and nNOS were reduced, suggesting that the 

capacity to generate NO might be reduced as a result of fracture, leading to impairment of the 

ability of NO to minimize resorption (75*). The rapid release by mechanically stressed bone cells 

makes NO an interesting candidate for intercellular communication within the three-dimensional 

network of bone cells. 

 

Single Cell Response to Mechanical Loading 
Osteocytes’ response to different kinds of mechanical loading has predominantly been studied in 

cell cultures or entire bone. However, single-cell level mechanosensing and chemical signaling in 

osteocytes is essential for bone adaptation (11). The mechanosensitive part of the osteocytes, the 

cell body or the cell processes, has not been determined yet. Hence, information is needed on 

the single osteocyte's response to a localized mechanical stimulation. NO is an important marker 

for studying mechanosensitivity of osteocytes (29), and it mediates the induction of bone formation 

by mechanical loading in vivo (49,76). NO is produced as a by-product when L-arginine is converted 

to L-citruline in the presence of nitrogen oxide synthase enzyme, molecular oxygen, NADPH and 

other cofactors (77,78). It metabolises very fast and has a physiological half life of 5-15 seconds, 

making its direct online detection difficult. DAR-4M AM is a recently developed NO indicator (79), 

which has been used to show upregulation of intracellular NO production in single osteocytes 

after localised mechanical stimulation (80**) (figure 3). This unique technique, which allows real-

time monitoring of chemical signaling at the single osteocyte level, might lead to a better 

understanding of the dynamic processes involved in mechanosensing. 
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Figure 2. Nitric oxide production by bone cells is linearly proportional to the rate of fluid shear 
stress. The slope was 0.11 Pa-Hz-1 at 5 min of MC3T3-E1 osteoblastic cell treatment with 
pulsating fluid shear stress (PFSS), but decreased to 0.05 Pa-Hz-1 at 10 min and 0.03 Pa-Hz-1 at 
15 min (data not shown). Cells were treated with PFSS, and the cell culture medium was assayed 
for NO. Precise flow regimes were implemented by controlling the pump of the parallel-plate flow 
chamber using computer-mediated instrumentation by LabView. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Fluorescence images showing intracellular NO production in MC3T3-E1 osteoblastic 
cells. (A) before mechanical stimulation (basal level NO production), and (B) after mechanical 
stimulation of a single cell. DAR 4M AM rhodamine loaded, surface-attached MC3T3-E1 cells 
were subjected to oscillatory mechanical loading (144-560 pN, 0.5-3 Hz, 1 min) through cell-
attached colloid particles using optical tweezers. The stimulated cell shows upregulation of 
intracellular NO production seen as increase in fluorescence intensity after mechanical 
stimulation. 
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Strain-dependent Regulation of Osteoclast Activity During Bone Remodeling 
Throughout life, bone tissue renews itself by means of basic multicellular units (BMUs), consisting 

of osteoclasts and osteoblasts acting in a coordinated fashion to resorb existing bone and form 

new bone. The osteoclasts start to dig a tunnel through compact bone, and the osteoblasts refill 

the tunnel. In osteons there is always an open central canal of connective tissue with blood 

vessels and neurons. How do osteoclasts and osteoblasts collaborate to produce such osteons 

running along the direction of dominant strain of a bone piece?  

It is unclear how the resorbing osteoclasts find their way through the pre-existing bone matrix 

during remodeling. The alignment of secondary osteons along the dominant loading direction 

suggests that remodeling is guided by mechanical strain, indicating that mechanical adaptation 

occurs throughout life at each remodeling cycle. Burger et al. (11) has proposed that alignment 

during remodeling occurs as a result of different canalicular flow patterns around cutting cone and 

reversal zone during loading. Low canalicular flow around the tip of the cutting cone reduces NO 

production by local osteocytes thereby causing their apoptosis (figure 4). Osteocyte apoptosis 

attracts osteoclasts, leading to further excavation of bone in the direction of loading. At the 

transition between cutting cone and reversal zone, enhanced canalicular flow stimulates 

osteocytes to release NO, which induces osteoclast retraction from the bone surface. Together a 

treadmill exists of attaching and detaching osteoclasts in the tip and the periphery of the cutting 

cone, and the digging of a tunnel in the direction of loading (figure 5).  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Cartoon of the cutting cone tip of a bone multicellular unit, showing the relation between 
apoptotic osteocytes and a progressing osteoclast. Osteocyte apoptosis (indicated as black 
lacunae) is caused by canalicular stasis, which directly results from the volumetric strain pattern 
caused by cyclic loading in the normal direction. As osteoclasts are attracted towards apoptotic 
osteocytes because of changes on the apoptotic cell surface (indicated by asterisks), the 
direction of the osteoclastic attack follows the direction of loading.  
OCY, osteocyte network; OCL, osteoclast. 
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Figure 5. Cartoon of postulated events in the cutting cone of a progressing bone multicellular 
unit. Osteoclasts are attracted by apoptotic osteocytes in the cutting cone tip, but forced to 
withdraw again from the bone surface at the cutting cone base, as a result of high amounts of NO 
produced by well stressed osteocytes. As NO production remains high further down the reversal 
zone, osteoclasts remain within the cutting cone and may even re-enter the resorption cycle, 
leading to a “treadmill” of active and in-active osteoclasts that together dig the resorption tunnel or 
trench.  Vertical arrows indicate direction and magnitude of canalicular fluid flow; vertical arrow 
heads indicate release of NO by well stressed osteocytes. 

 

 

How are the different strains around cutting and closing cone sensed by osteoclasts and 

osteoblasts? Mechanosensing in bone is primarily a task for the osteocytes, which likely translate 

the canalicular flow into osteoclast and osteoblast-recruiting cell signals. Therefore, if local strain 

differences around the cutting- and closing cone of a BMU regulate osteoclast and osteoblast 

activity, these strain gradients must produce local canalicular flow differences that can be related 

to the recruitment of these two cell types. Volumetric strain in the bone around a BMU cutting 

cone was related to canalicular fluid flow (15,16). A mechanism was proposed explaining osteoclast 

behaviour in the cutting cone (11), based on the effect of  different flow patterns on the osteocytes. 

Osteocytes produce high levels of nitric oxide (NO) in response to fluid shear stress (29,72,78). 

Interestingly, endothelial cell nitric oxide synthase (ecNOS) is specifically involved in the cellular 

respons to fluid shear stress (81). NO production in response to adequate shear stress protects 

endothelial cells against apoptosis (82), and such a mechanism might also operate in bone, where 

osteocytes are protected against apoptosis by NO producted under normal canalicular shear 

stress. At the tip of the cutting cone osteocytes enter apoptosis as a result of insufficient NO 

production due to insufficient canalicular fluid flow (11) (figure 5). 

Apoptotic osteocytes at the tip of the cutting cone will attract osteoclasts (83-85), that resorb the 

bone matrix and phagocytose the dying osteocytes (86,87), which may be the signal for osteoclasts 
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to continue resorption in that direction. Osteocyte viability may thus play a significant role in the 

maintenance and integrity of bone (88**,89,90*). Inhibition of osteocyte apoptosis is likely to affect 

bone remodeling; MT1-matrix metalloproteinases-activated TGF-β inhibits osteocyte apopotosis 
(91*), calbindin-D28k (92*) and CD40 (93) inhibit glucocorticoid-induced apoptosis, and 

bisphosphonates and estrogens also protect osteocytes from apoptosis (94**,95**). Most importantly, 

mechanical loading by hydrostatic pressure (96**) and by fluid shear stress promoted osteocyte 

survival (88**). This is of interest in the context of stress-shielding-related osteocyte apoptosis, 

which could be the cause of continued tunneling by the osteoclasts of a BMU in the direction of 

loading, leading to stress-aligned osteonic remodeling (88**). 

The mechanism discussed above can explain why osteoclasts move in the direction of 

loading. At the base of the cutting cone and further down the reversal zone, osteocytes receive 

enhanced fluid shear stress during loading. NO production will therefore be even higher than 

normal, particularly by the superficial osteocytes, which will prevent futher osteocyte apoptosis, 

but may also promote the retraction and detachment of osteoclasts from the bone surface (97). 

This may also occur at the base of the cutting cone. NO acts locally as a paracrine cell modulator, 

which perfectly suites a role as a very local inhibitor of further osteoclastic attack.  

These two mechanisms, attraction of osteoclasts to the cutting cone tip and induction of 

osteoclast detachment from the cutting cone base, together explain the mechanically meaningful 

behaviour of osteoclasts during remodeling.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Important progress has been made over the last few years regarding the understanding of the 

role of osteocytes in bone metabolism and turnover. The collaboration between experimental 

investigation and theoretical analysis of the response of bone cells to stress has proven effective 

for advanced understanding of underlying processes in bone mechanotransduction. These 

studies agree agree that the network of osteocytes, perhaps in conjunction with the bone lining 

cells, provides the cellular structure that allows bone organs to determine local needs for bone 

augmentation or reduction in response to mechanical demands. 

The role of osteocytes, as the mechanosensors in bone par excellance, has been elucidated 

in the past years with more detail. Computational models for cells have previously treated the 

cytoplasm and cytoskeleton as a continuum, but the importance of the cytoskeleton was 

recognized leading to more recent approaches which treat the cytoskeleton more closely to its 

physical reality, as consistent of interconnected fibers. Cell models combining many structurally 

significant cellular components may prove to be valuable tools in investigating the deforming 

effect of varying stress applications at the cellular level. 
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MICROABSTRACT 
 

We demonstrate the intracellular upregulation of NO production after mechanical stimulation, an 

essential chemical signal in bone remodeling. This is done in real time using the fluorescent 

chromophore DAR-4M AM. Differences in cellular response to mechanical stimulation of different 

regions of a single cell were observed.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Introduction: Osteocytes are the most abundant bone cells that are believed to be the 

mechanosensors of bone, responding to mechanical stresses in interstitial fluid flow through the 

canaliculi. Under mechanical load, chemical signals such as NO play a key role in the activity of 

osteoblasts/osteoclasts that regulate bone remodelling. In spite of the importance of NO in 

signalling, its real-time detection has proved challenging. This is largely due to the short NO half-

life (typically about 0.1-5 sec). Here, we demonstrate the upregulation of intracellular NO 

production in single osteocytes under localised mechanical stimulation. 

Materials and Methods: We use the chromophore DAR-4M AM for NO detection. This is loaded 

into surface-attached MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like and MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells that are 

subjected to a localised mechanical stimulation using optical tweezers or a micro-needle tip. 

DAR-4M AM is membrane-permeable and chelates NO, forming a stable, fluorescent compound, 

which is visible with a rhodamine filter. 

Results: Non-stimulated MLO-Y4 and MC3T3-E1 cells showed basal NO production levels, as 

indicated by a gradual increase in their fluorescence intensity. Localised mechanical stimulation 

of single MC3T3-E1 cells and MLO-Y4 cells by optical tweezers (150-550 pN, 0.5-3 Hz, 1 min) 

showed a nearly 15%-30% increase, while MLO-Y4 cells stimulated by a micro-needle (10-20nN, 

1 min) showed nearly 15%-16% increase relative to their non-stimulated state. Furthermore, 

stimulation of a single cell process by a micro-needle resulted in a 2-10% increase in the 

fluorescence intensity. 

Conclusions: NO is essential for mechanically induced bone remodelling, and is a meaningful 

parameter for measuring bone cell activation after mechanical loading. Here we demonstrate NO 

upregulation in individual bone cells after a localised mechanical stimulation. We also show that 

both the cell body and the cell processes might be involved in mechanosensing. This technique 

allows characterization of the mechanosensitivity of different parts of a single osteocyte. This 

opens up the possibility to uncover the complexities and function of single osteocytes in the 

dynamic process of bone remodelling. 

 

Key words: Osteocytes, nitric oxide, mechanical loading, stress/strain, single cell response. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Bones are subjected to varying mechanical loads during daily activities. With in physiological 

limits, bones adapt their mass and architecture to the loading conditions to optimize their load 

bearing capacity. This occurs by the phenomenon of bone remodelling, which in short is bone 

resorption followed by bone formation in accordance to the loading conditions. Osteocytes are 

widely accepted to be the mechanosensors of bone (1). In the mineralised bone matrix, osteocytes 

are housed in the lacunae and form intercellular connections through their cell processes (2,3) 

which run through the canaliculi. According to the lacuno-canalicular flow hypotheses (4,5), 

mechanical load on bone leads to flow of interstitial fluid through the lacuno-canalicular network, 

which in turn imparts shear stress on the osteocytes thereby mechanically stimulating them. The 

mechanically stimulated osteocytes then produce signalling molecules such as nitric oxide (NO) 
(6), which modulate the activity of the bone forming cells, the osteoblasts, and that of the bone 

resorbing cells, the osteoclasts, thus orchestrating bone remodelling (7). This leads to an overall 

maintenance of bone mass and to an adaptation of architecture resulting in bone adaptation to 

mechanical loading (8). 

Though osteocytes are generally believed to be the mechanosensory cells of the bone, it is 

still unclear which part of the osteocyte, e.g. the cell body or the cell processes, plays determinant 

role in mechanosensing. It has been suggested that the excitation mechanism of osteocytes is 

due to a unique strain amplification that results from the interaction of the pericellular matrix and 

the cell process cytoskeleton (9). The prominent actin bundles in the osteocytic processes in 

combination with the abundance of the actin-bundling protein fimbrin are typical for osteocytes 
(10). In the light of these developments it becomes important to delineate the role of different parts 

of the osteocyte in mechanosensing and thereby establish the role played by cell body and cell 

processes in mechanosensing, and thus bone remodelling. Thus information is needed on the 

single osteocyte's response to localized mechanical loading. NO is essential for load-induced 

bone formation in vivo (11,12). Several studies have shown that NO production is rapidly increased 

in response to mechanical stress in bone cells, including isolated osteocytes (13-16). The 

mechanism of action of NO in bone mechanotransduction is not fully elucidated, but NO 

production has been used as a marker for studying the mechanosensitivity of osteocytes (6). 

NO is produced when L-arginine is converted to L-citruline in the presence of nitric oxide 

synthase (NOS) enzyme (17), molecular oxygen, NADPH and other cofactors (18). In bone, the 

constitutive endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) is known to produce NO as a result of fluid 

shear stress (15). eNOS is co-localised with the protein caveolin 1 in the perinuclear regions (19). 

NO is a small and highly reactive molecule. It reacts very fast and has a physiological half-life of 

0.1-5 seconds, which makes its online detection difficult. Sensitive NO detection markers close to 
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the production site in a cell are required to monitor intracellular NO production in single 

osteocytes as a response to mechanical loading.  

Many direct and indirect methods for NO detection have been proposed (20-23). We used DAR-

4M AM chromophore (24) to monitor upregulation of intracellular NO production in single bone 

cells. DAR-4M AM is a membrane permeable chromophore. Once inside the cell it is hydrolysed 

to membrane impermeable DAR-4M. DAR-4M chelates cellular NO and forms a stable 

fluorescent triazole compound DAR-4MT intracellularly, which can be visualised using a 

fluorescence microscope.  

In this study, we applied this NO detection method to study bone cell activation by bio-

imaging the upregulation of intracellular NO production in single bone cells in response to a 

localised mechanical stimulation by optical tweezers or micro-needle. We investigated the 

intracellular NO production after mechanical stimulation of the cell body and the cell process in a 

single MLO-Y4 cell. This might lead to better understanding of the phenomenons like 

mechanosensing, mechanotransduction, bone remodelling and thus bone adaptation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Bone cell culture 
MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells (a kind gift from Dr. Bonewald, San Antonio, TX, USA) (25) were 

cultured in 25 cm2 flasks (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark) in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium (D-

MEM; Gibco, Paisley, UK) at 37ºC in 5% CO2 in air. D-MEM was supplemented with 5% foetal 

bovine serum (FBS), 5% calf serum (CS), 100 U/ml penicillin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), 50 

μg/ml streptomycin sulphate (Gibco), and 1.25 μg/ml fungizone (Gibco). Cells between passages 

30-40 were harvested using 0.25% trypsin (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI, USA) and 0.1% EDTA 

(Sigma) in PBS, and seeded at 5x10
3
 cells/cm2 on polylysine-coated (50 μg/ml; poly-L-lysine 

hydrobromide, mol wt 15-30x104; Sigma) glass cover slips (Menzel-Glaser, Braunschweig, 

Germany) in D-MEM with supplements. They were incubated overnight at 37ºC with 5% CO2 in 

air for surface attachment prior to mechanical stimulation.  

MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells (kindly provided by Dr. Kumegawa, Saitama, Japan) were 

cultured in 25 cm2 flasks (Nunc) in D-MEM, supplemented with 10% FBS, 50 µg/ml ascorbate 

(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), 300 µg/ml L-glutamine (Merck), 50 µg/ml gentamycin (Gibco), 

1.25 μg/ml fungizone (Gibco), at 37ºC with 5% CO2 in air. Cells between passages 10-20 were 

then harvested, and incubated overnight in D-MEM with supplements similar to MLO-Y4 cells. 

 

Intracellular NO 
DAR-4M AM (Calbiochem, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) is a rhodamine based membrane 

permeable chromophore (24). When incubated with cells it enters the cells owing to the presence 

of an acetoxymethyl ester (AM) moiety. Once intracellular, the AM moiety is hydrolysed by 

cytoplasmic estrases to form DAR-4M rendering it membrane impermeable. As soon as the cell 

produces NO, DAR-4M reacts with it to form a triazole compound, DAR-4MT. DAR-4MT is stable, 

fluorescent, and membrane impermeable and can be visualised using a rhodamine filter.  

For chromophore loading, overnight cultured cells were incubated with 10 µM DAR-4M AM 

for 1 h at room temperature in DMEM without phenol red (Gibco). Extracellular chromophore was 

then gently washed away with D-MEM without phenol red and then cells were mechanically 

stimulated as described below. 

Intracellular NO production was monitored as increase in fluorescence intensity in each 

single DAR-4M AM loaded cell. The excitation wavelength used was 545 nm and emission 

spectra peaked at 580 nm. The excitation light was shuttered to obtain exposure time of less than 

1 sec to avoid any possible illumination effects on the fluorescence intensity of the cells. The 

fluorescence intensity was quantified using Scion Beta software (Scion Corporation, Frederick, 

MD, USA) and Leica Confocal Software (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Stabilised 

basal level intracellular NO production in the corresponding cell immediately before mechanical 
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stimulation or a non-stimulated DAR-4M AM loaded reference cell was taken as control. L-NAME 

(10 mM Sigma) was used to inhibit NO production and 6 mM SNAP (Sigma) was used as 

extracellular NO donor to verify the specificity of NO detection by DAR-4M AM chromophore. 

 

Optical Tweezers 
Fibronectin-coated (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) colloidal particles (2 µm 

diameter; G. Kisker GbR, Steinfurt, Germany) were incubated for 30 min at room temperature 

with surface-attached, chromophore-loaded MC3T3-E1 cells and MLO-Y4 cells (Fig. 1A). A 

membrane-attached colloidal particle was then trapped in the laser beam and subjected to 

oscillatory motion (150-550 pN, 0.5-3 Hz, 1 min) using an acoustic optical deflector to modulate 

the position of the optical trap. The cells were deformed approximately 20%, as measured by 

comparing the range of the oscillatory movement of the cell surface-attached colloidal particle to 

the diameter of the respective cell. Fluorescence images were recorded at one frame per 10 to15 

min. 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of different types of mechanical loading. 
A) A membrane-attached colloidal particle is trapped in a the laser beam and subjected to 
oscillatory motion (150-550 pN, 0.5-3 Hz, 1 min) using an acoustic optical deflector to locally 
mechanically stimulate the cell. B) A single cell was locally stimulated for 20-40 sec using a 
micro-needle by gently poking with the smallest z-position resolution of the micro-needle (150 
nm), or strongly indenting (1-2 μm). 
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Micro-needle 
Chromophore-loaded MLO-Y4 cells were mechanically stimulated (Fig.1B) for 20-40 sec using a 

micro-needle (Transferman NK2, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Cells were gently poked with 

the smallest z-position resolution of the micromanipulator (150 nm), or strongly indented by 1-2 

μm. Since the typical height of the cells attached on the substrate is 3-5 μm, the corresponding 

strain is 3-5% for gentle poking and 15-20% for strong indentation. Fluorescence images showing 

intracellular NO production in single bone cells were recorded at one frame per 5-15 sec. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Specificity of DAR-4M AM for NO detection. A) Chromophore loaded MLO-Y4 cells 
showed very little fluorescence intensity in the presence of a known specific NO inhibitor, L-
NAME, but B) addition of NO donor, SNAP, increased the fluorescence intensity in the same 
cells. Original magnification x 40. Bar = 75 µm. 
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RESULTS  
 

Specificity of DAR-4M AM to detect NO was verified by performing chromophore loading in the 

MLO-Y4 cells in presence of L-NAME, a known specific blocker of intracellular NO production 

(Fig. 2) (26). Fluorescence intensity was almost negligible in the presence of L-NAME, whereas, 

addition of SNAP, an NO donor, to the L-NAME treated cells increased their fluorescence 

intensity (Fig. 2B). Moreover, there was a dose dependent increase in fluorescence following 

addition of SNAP to a fix concentration of DAR 4M in suspension (data not shown). 

A single DAR-4M AM chromophore loaded MLO-Y4 cell showed fluorescence intensity in 

both the cell body and the cell processes (Fig. 3). The fluorescence intensity was more 

pronounced in the perinuclear region of the cytoplasm. 

Before mechanical stimulation, basal level NO production by the cells was observed (Fig. 4A 

and 5A). Basal level NO production was found to vary in MLO-Y4 and MC3T3-E1 cells, and even 

between cells in the same field of view. For localised mechanical stimulation of a single cell, the 

cells were chosen based on their typical morphology (stellate shaped for osteocytes and cuboidal 

for osteoblasts) within their respective osteocyte or osteoblast cultures and sufficient 

chromophore uptake (leading to a uniform visible fluorescence signal before mechanical 

stimulation). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Perinuclear localisation of fluorescence intensity in a single MLO-Y4 cell. A single DAR-
4M AM chromophore-loaded MLO-Y4 cell showing fluorescence in both the cell body and the cell 
processes. The fluorescence intensity is most pronounced in the perinuclear region of the 
cytoplasm (arrows). p, cell processes. Original magnification x 63. Bar = 15 µm. 
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Figure 4. Effect of localised mechanical stimulation on NO production in a single MC3T3-E1 cell 
and MLO-Y4 cell using optical tweezers. DAR-4M AM chromophore loaded cells were subjected 
to localised oscillatory mechanical stimulation (144-560 pN, 0.5-3 Hz, 1 min) through a cell-
attached colloid particle using optical tweezers. Representative fluorescence images of MC3T3-
E1 cells, A) before oscillatory stimulation showing basal NO production, and B) 40 min after 
oscillatory stimulation showing an increase in fluorescence intensity in the stimulated cell, but not 
in the non-stimulated cell. C) Quantification of fluorescence intensity shows a typical response of 
fluorescence increase in the stimulated cells (cell 1 and cell 2) after mechanical stimulation 
(arrows) whereas the non-stimulated reference cell does not show a corresponding increase 
during the same time period. a.u., arbitrary units. Original magnification x 100. Bar = 10 µm. 
 

 

We studied the effect of localised mechanical loading using optical tweezers, on intracellular 

NO production in DAR-4M AM loaded MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells and MLO-Y4 osteocyte like 

cells (Fig. 4). The cells were deformed approximately 20%, as measured by comparing the range 

of the oscillatory movement of the cell surface-attached colloidal particle to the diameter of the  
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Figure 5. Effect of localised mechanical stimulation on NO production in a single MLO-Y4 cell 
using a micro-needle. Shown are representative fluorescence images of DAR-4M AM 
chromophore loaded MLO-Y4 cells, A) before oscillatory stimulation showing basal NO 
production, and B) 6 min after localised oscillatory mechanical stimulation (10-20 nN, 20 sec) 
using a micro-needle. C) Quantification of fluorescence intensity shows a typical response of 
fluorescence increase in the stimulated cells (cell 1 and cell 2) after mechanical stimulation 
(arrows) whereas the non-stimulated reference cell does not show a corresponding increase 
during the same time period. a.u., arbitrary units. Original magnification x 16. Bar = 50 µm. 
 

 

respective cell. In cell 1 this deformation resulted in nearly a two-fold increase in the fluorescence 

intensity in the stimulated cell as compared to a non-stimulated reference cell (Fig. 4C). In order 

to exclude intercellular differences in intracellular NO production in response to mechanical 

loading, the fluorescence intensity of a single cell (cell 2) after stimulation was compared to the 

stabilised fluorescence intensity just before mechanical stimulation in the same cell (Fig. 4C). 

There was a 15% increase in fluorescence intensity in cell 2 as compared to its non-stimulated 

state (Fig. 4C). A second stimulation of this cell resulted in a further 25% increase in fluorescence 

intensity. 
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In order to gain more access to different parts of a single cell, we used micro-needle to 

mechanically stimulate the cell body of DAR-4M AM loaded single MLO-Y4 cells, and studied the 

intracellular NO response by measuring fluorescence intensity of the cells. There was a 

fluorescence increase of 15% in cell 1 and 16% in cell 2 over their respective non stimulated state 

in 8 min (Fig. 5C), whereas the reference cell showed 1% fluorescence increase during the same 

time period. 

We also stimulated a single cell process by using micro-needle and studied the intracellular 

NO response of the whole cell (Fig. 6). Mechanical stimulation of a single cell process resulted in 

an increase in fluorescence intensity in stimulated cells 1 and 2 (Fig.6). There was a slow but 

prolonged 2-10% increase in fluorescence intensity in the stimulated cells as compared to their 

respective fluorescence intensity just before stimulation. In cell 1, the first micro-needle 

stimulation resulted in a 2% increase in fluorescence intensity over the non-stimulated state, and 

a second and third micro-needle stimulation resulted in additional 4% increase after each 

stimulation. There was less than 1% increase in fluorescence intensity in the non-stimulated 

reference cell. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Effect of mechanical stimulation of a single cell process on intracellular NO production 
in MLO-Y4 cells using a micro-needle. Quantification of fluorescence intensity shows increased 
fluorescence in the stimulated cells (cell 1 and cell 2) after mechanical stimulation (10-20 nN, 20 
sec, arrows), whereas the non-stimulated reference cell does not show a corresponding increase 
during the same time period. a.u., arbitrary units. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

The purpose of the present study was to monitor upregulation of intracellular NO production in 

single bone cells after a localised mechanical stimulation using DAR-4M AM as an NO marker. 

To this aim, we studied the effect of two different kinds of localised mechanical stimulations, 

namely optical tweezers and micro-needle. MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells and MC3T3-E1 

osteoblast-like cells were used. Fine spatial resolution of DAR-4MT enabled us to observe that 

the cells displayed varying basal levels of intracellular fluorescence intensities, even within the 

same monolayer culture. This difference in basal level fluorescence intensities can be attributed 

to either difference in basal NO production in these cells, or difference in intracellular 

chromophore metabolism owing to the differences in amounts of cytoplasmic estrases and/or the 

cell membrane composition. Pronounced perinuclear fluorescence intensity was observed, which 

is expected due to the known co-localisation of eNOS with caveolin 1 proteins in the perinuclear 

region (19). 

The bone cells’ response to mechanical loading has predominantly been studied in cell 

culture monolayers or entire bone (6,13,27-29). However, it is believed that single-cell level 

mechanosensing and chemical signaling in osteocytes orchestrates bone adaptation (1). NO has 

been shown to modulate the activity of bone forming (11,12) and bone resorbing cells, and also as a 

marker for studying the mechanosensitivity of osteocytes (6). NO is a free radical gas, which acts 

as a second messenger exhibiting wide range of physiological and pathophysiological effects (30). 

Its short half-life and rapid diffusion is a great challenge for its online monitoring. Fluorescent 

markers have already been introduced for online intracellular NO monitoring in cells (23), but they 

were limited in their use due to their narrow pH working range and interference by 

autofluorescence from the cellular components as these markers used shorter excitation 

wavelengths. Recently introduced DAR-4M AM chromophore overcomes these limitations(24) . In 

a cell-free study, in the presence of NO, DAR-4M AM has been shown to have higher fluorescent 

conversion than other fluorescent markers (31). In this study the specificity of the DAR-4M AM in 

presence of peroxinitrite was questioned, but under physiological conditions such high 

concentrations of intracellular peroxinitrite are not kinetically feasible (32). 

Over the last decade, both theoretical modelling and experimental data have led to the 

general notion that osteocytes are the pivotal cells in the biomechanical regulation of bone mass 

and structure (1,7,14,33,34,36,37). Earlier studies have clearly shown that pulsatile fluid shear stress 

upregulates NO production in osteocytes (6). Current methods of pulsatile fluid shear stress 

stimulation impart cytoskeleton-mediated diffuse mechanical load on the entire cell surface in a 

monolayer culture. This does not allow one to study the role played by different parts of a single 

osteocyte in mechanosensing and mechanotransduction. To overcome this problem we used 

cytoskeleton-mediated localised mechanical loading by optical tweezers, and site-specific 
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mechanical loading of cell body or cell process by micro-needle. Upregulation of intracellular NO 

production was observed following cytoskeleton-mediated localised mechanical loading. This 

technique can be used for further quantified studies on the response of a single bone cell to 

varying regimes of mechanical loading. 

Mechanical stimulation of both cell body and single cell process resulted in upregulation of 

intracellular NO production. Stimulation of the cell body resulted in a rapid upregulation of 

intracellular NO production, which stabilised within 100-150 sec. Mechanical stimulation of a 

single cell process resulted in slow upregulation of intracellular NO production, which stabilised 

over a 300-400 sec time period. Thus, we demonstrate for the first time that both cell body and 

cell processes might play a role in mechanosensing and mechanotransduction in bone. 

In summary, we have shown that real-time monitoring of intracellular NO production in single 

bone cells is feasible after a localised mechanical stimulation using DAR-4M AM chromophore. 

The upregulation of intracellular NO production in the locally stimulated cells shows differences in 

cellular response to mechanical loading of different regions of the single cell suggesting that both 

the cell body and the cell processes play a role in mechanosensing in single osteocytes. This 

paves the path for further studying the role played by the osteocyte cell processes and/or the cell 

body in mechanosensing and mechanotransduction and hence bone remodeling. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Nitric oxide (NO) is a second messenger that plays an important role in numerous cellular 

functions. Since NO is a reactive free radical with a very short half-life, understanding and 

measuring its intracellular production, concentration and transport has been challenging. Here, 

we demonstrate a method for the quantitative measurement of NO concentration in living cells by 

using a recently synthesized NO-sensing rhodamine derivative, DAR-4M. Based on the reaction 

kinetics of NO with DAR-4M, we show how the intracellular fluorescence intensity can be used to 

determine instantaneous NO concentration throughout the optical field of view, independent of 

the total amount of dye loaded into the cells.  

We have applied this technique to mechanosensitive osteocyte-like bone cells (MLO-Y4). 

Osteocytes control bone remodeling by producing NO in response to mechanical and/or chemical 

stimuli. We have determined the concentration of NO in mechanically stimulated cells and non-

stimulated neighboring cells. Both stimulated and non-stimulated cells showed enhanced levels of 

intracellular NO immediately after the mechanical stimulus, for a period of around 100 s. 

Arachidonic acid, a key signaling molecule involved in bone remodeling, also caused a short-term 

NO response.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Nitric oxide (NO) has long been considered a toxic gas, both pathologically and cell-

physiologically. Since the 1980’s, however, it has become increasingly clear that NO is one of the 

most prevalent and important physiological messenger molecules in cellular signal transduction (1-

3). NO produced by endothelial cells of blood vessels, for example, relaxes smooth muscle cells, 

which is the main reason to prescribe nitroglycerine to angina patients. Cellular mechanosensing 

and consecutive NO production is crucial for tissue remodeling (e.g. of the bone matrix). In bone, 

a network of osteocytes embedded in the mineralized matrix produces NO in response to 

mechanical stimulation, and this NO regulates the bone remodeling process which is carried out 

by osteoclasts and osteoblasts (4-9). In both the vasculature and bone, fluid flow likely activates 

the NO-producing cells (endothelial cells and osteocytes) and influences NO transport thereafter. 

How these cells sense the mechanical stress, however, and how the produced NO reaches the 

receptor cells is largely unknown. Measuring the spatio-temporal distribution of NO in the cellular 

osteocytic network in response to mechanical and chemical stimulation will provide essential 

information on the mechanism of mechanosensing, NO transport, and cellular communication.  

NO is a free radical, which is highly sensitive to its chemical environment and has a short half 

life. This raises the question of how NO is transferred to its target cells or organs. Detailed 

understanding of NO transport is still lacking since there have been no methods available to 

detect real-time NO production in single cells, or to monitor the spatio-temporal distribution of NO 

quantitatively. NO production from whole cell cultures in response to mechanical stimulation has 

been measured using the Griess reaction or an electrochemical NO sensor (10,11). A recently 

synthesized NO indicator dye DAR-4M AM can, in principle, provide single-cell resolution (12-14). 

However, its potential as a quantitative cellular NO indicator still has to be confirmed (15). Here, we 

have developed a method using the NO adsorption kinetics to the dye which allows us to 

determine the real-time concentration of intracellular NO. This method is particularly relevant to 

detect short-term acute production of NO from individual cells. 

We observed NO production in mechanosensitive MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like bone cells (16) with 

this technique. Intracellular NO synthesis was stimulated by mechanical loading and chemical 

stresses. Intracellular [NO] was increased in the mechanically stimulated cell and in some of the 

unstimulated surrounding cells for a period of 10-100 s. The addition of arachidonic acid, the 

obligate precursor of prostaglandins, key signaling molecules for bone remodeling, also increased 

intracellular [NO] reproducibly in the similar time scale. Other Ca2+-dependent NO stimulants 

(calcimycine and bradykinin) did not induce sufficient NO production to detect with this method. 

We discuss the implications of our findings for the bone remodeling process. 
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Modeling the NO-dye interaction 
The NO indicator dye in its initial form, DAR-4M AM, is cell-membrane permeable. Once inside a 

cell, DAR-4M AM is hydrolyzed to the membrane-impermeable form, DAR-4M. In the presence of 

NO, this dye undergoes a reaction to a triazole compound, DAR-4M T, resulting in a fluorescence 

increase: 

DAR-4M + NO → DAR-4M T (fluorescent). 

Since the reverse reaction is negligibly slow, the fluorescence intensity f(t), is proportional to 

the total amount of NO that has reacted with the chromophore over time. Fluorescence intensity 

is thus not a measure for the instantaneous NO concentration. What is proportional to [NO] is the 

rate of fluorescence increase df/dt, which is also proportional to the unreacted dye concentration 

[DAR-4M] as df / dt ∝  γ [NO] [DAR-4M], where γ is the reaction rate constant. The DAR-4M 

concentration decays exponentially to zero when exposed to a constant concentration of NO, as 

expected for a chemical reaction with a single rate. At the same time, the fluorescence intensity f, 

which is proportional to [DAR-4M T], increases monotonically to a certain saturation value fmax 

as 

   f = fmax {1-exp(-γ [NO] t )}  (1) 

The saturation value fmax is proportional to the total amount of DAR-4M available for the 

reaction. Intracellularly, [NO] will not necessarily be constant, but will vary as a function of time 

depending on physiological responses of the cell. In that case, the fluorescence intensity 

becomes  

   −∞
= −∫ max( ) [NO]( '){ ( ')} '

t
f t γ t f f t dt

 (2) 

In both cases (constant and variable [NO]), the intracellular NO concentration is quantitatively 

given by 

   

⎧ ⎫−
= − ⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
max

max

1[NO] ln f fd
γ dt f

  (3) 

The value fmax depends on the total dye concentration in the cell and can be determined by 

exposing the cells to an excess of NO after the measurement, which results in a rapid saturation 

of fluorescence. Thus quantification of intracellular NO concentration as a function of time is 

possible, provided that the rate γ is obtained from a separate calibration of the dye response time 

to [NO] under controlled extracellular and intracellular conditions. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

Determination of NO concentrations in buffers with NO donors  
In order to quantify intracellular [NO] from the measured fluorescence intensity, both, the 

intracellular reaction rate constant γ and the level of dye-loading of each individual cell fmax need 

to be determined. For these purposes, we used the external NO donors (S-nitroso-N-

acetylpenicillamine: SNAP and 3-ethyl-3-(ethylaminoethyl)-1-hydroxy-2-oxo-1-triazene: NOC12) 

which release NO slowly (half life: several hours) compared to the experimental time scale (10-30 

min). Since the released NO reacts rapidly to secondary products, the NO concentration is 

determined by the dynamic balance of production and decay. These processes are highly 

dependent on the chemical nature of the surrounding medium such as pH, concentration of metal 

ions and oxygen (17-19). Illumination by visible light furthermore induces photolytic decomposition 

of NO donors, which can affect the NO concentration (20,21). In recent reports, the performance of 

NO indicator dyes was tested using NO-donors (15,22-24). However, the actual NO concentration 

under a given set of conditions needs to be measured independently (18). Therefore, we first 

determined the actual NO concentration for all experimental conditions with a conventional 

electrochemical NO sensor (amiNO-100, Innovative Instruments, Inc., Tampa, FL, USA). 

In order to control for the photoactivation of the NO donors, the NO sensor was located in the 

field view of an inverted fluorescence microscope and illuminated with the fluorescence excitation 

light (546 nm emission line of a mercury arc lamp) for the DAR-4M dye. Figure 1a shows the time 

dependence of the sensor output current, which is proportional to the NO concentration in a 

solution of 3 mM SNAP in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) or Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagle’s medium (D-Mem). The initial NO concentration was lower in D-Mem than in PBS. 

Continuous illumination resulted in photolysis of SNAP and increased the NO concentration in 

both PBS and D-Mem. The effect of illumination on the NO concentration was smaller in PBS 

than in D-Mem. Therefore PBS was used as a buffer for the subsequent calibration of intracellular 

and extracellular dyes to obtain the NO binding rate constant γ. The photolytic decomposition of 

the NO donor was further reduced by intermittently illuminating the dye-loaded cells (for 0.2 s 

every 1-40 s). The illumination effect on the NO donors was thus negligible for the calibration of 

the dye hereafter. 

 

Light-induced NO production in cells  
Dye-loaded MLO-Y4 cells always showed increasing fluorescence intensity when exposed to 

strong fluorescence excitation light through a high-magnification objective lens (100x, NA 1.3, 105 

to 106 W/mm2) (Fig. 1b). A similar phenomenon, flash-induced Ca2+ release, has also been 

reported with Ca2+ indicators (25). Since intracellular Ca2+ release can activate nitric oxide 

synthase (eNOS) (26), this might be the pathway of induced NO production when cells are 
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exposed to strong excitation light. Constitutively expressed endogenous NO donors can also be 

directly activated by strong light, leading to NO release (22). 

   

a) 

 
 
b) 

 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) NO concentration due to release from NO donor, SNAP in buffer (PBS) and culture 
medium (D-Mem) measured with standard NO-sensor. A concentration of 3 mM SNAP was used 
in each solution. The output current of the sensor stabilized after several minutes. Dotted lines 
indicate the plateau values of the output current. Samples were placed on the microscope under 
the same illumination conditions as used in the cell experiments. Steady-state NO concentrations 
measured were 400 nM in PBS, 800 nM in PBS with illumination, 100 nM in D-Mem, and 800 nM 
in D-Mem with illumination. (b) Light-induced increase of intracellular fluorescence intensity due 
to increased NO release in MLO-Y4 cells. Snapshots shown are, from left to right: initial state (no 
prior illumination), stimulated state after strong illumination with 100x objective lens for 1 minute, 
and strongly stimulated state after illumination for 1 additional minute. Without strong illumination 
the fluorescence intensity was stable. 
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In order to avoid this effect and to have a large enough field view to observe whole cells and 

neighboring cells, we used a low magnification, low NA objective lens, which kept the illumination 

at ~103-4 W/mm2, less than the threshold for the light induced NO release.  

 

NO binding to DAR-4M in a cell-free environment 
Figure 2 shows the time course of fluorescence intensity measured with a fluorimeter after adding 

DAR 4M to the freshly prepared PBS solution containing SNAP as a NO donor. At all SNAP 

concentrations tested (0.5-4 mM), the fluorescence intensity eventually increased to a saturation 

value proportional to the dye concentration. The time-dependence of the fluorescence intensity 

was well fitted by Eq. 1. The reaction rate constant γ was obtained from the linear relationship 

between the reaction rate γ[NO] obtained from the fit of Eq. 1 to the fluorescence increase, and 

the NO concentration at both 37°ْC and 20°C. The NO concentration was measured with the 

electrochemical NO sensor (amiNO-100, Innovative Instruments, Inc.) under the same 

experimental conditions. The NO concentration was stable under the given conditions during the 

experimental time (~10-30min) as shown in Fig. 1a. At a given SNAP concentration, the NO 

concentration was temperature dependent reflecting the temperature dependent NO release 

kinetics (Fig. 2, inset). In contrast, the reaction rate constant of NO with the dye was rather 

independent of temperature: γ = 980 ± 180 M-1s-1 at 20°C and γ = 1010 ± 200 M-1s-1 at 37°C 

respectively.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Time-dependence of NO absorption by DAR-4M in PBS at 20°C. Solid curves are the 
fits of equation 1 to the data. Inset shows the adsorption rate as a function of SNAP 
concentration. Open circles and squares are measured in a cell-free environment by a fluorimeter 
at 20°C and 37°C respectively. Filled circles are obtained from fluorescence imaging of dye-
loaded cells taken at 15 s time intervals at 20°C. 
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The reaction rate in the cell-free environment was not dependent on the intensity of the 

excitation light. When the width of the excitation filter was changed by factors of 2-4 at around 

560 nm, no significant difference in the reaction rates was observed, confirming that the photolytic 

reaction was negligible under the weak excitation light in the fluorimeter. We also measured the 

reaction rate with another NO donor, NOC12, which releases NO in a pH dependent way, but is 

less sensitive to illumination. We found γ ~ 670 M-1s-1 at pH 7.4, 20°C. 

 

Calibration of intracellular NO concentration 
In order to compare the intracellular NO-dye reaction rate with the reaction rate in the cell-free 

environment, we analyzed the fluorescence intensity in dye-loaded MLO-Y4 cells after the 

addition of SNAP (Fig. 3).  Fluorescence images were taken every 15 s with illumination times of 

0.2 s. Intracellular fluorescence increased immediately after the addition of SNAP to the PBS 

solution, confirming that the cell membrane is not a barrier for NO. One can estimate from the 

diffusion coefficient of NO, 38x10-10 m2/s, that NO diffuses 100 μm in about 1s. Extracellularly 

produced NO can therefore diffuse through the cell within its life time of ~4 s (27). The time it takes 

for the dye to react with NO, 1/γ [DAR 4M] ~ 100 s, was on average much longer than the time 

needed for NO to diffuse in and out of the cell (< 0.1 s). Therefore most of the NO produced by 

the stimulated cell can diffuse out of the cell without reacting with intracellular dye. Thus, the 

presence of the dye does not significantly influence the intracellular [NO], which confirms the 

validity of our calibration method. The basal levels of intracellular NO were in these experiments 

negligibly small compared to the amount of NO released from the NO donor. Thus the 

intracellular and extracellular NO concentrations were equal in the presence of SNAP. 

The time course of the intracellular fluorescence signal in response to exogenous NO in 

MLO-Y4 cells (Fig. 3b) could be well fitted with Eq. 1. The fact that the intensity increase was well 

described by a single exponential curve indicates that the intracellular dye does not significantly 

change the intracellular NO concentration compared to the extracellular one. The reaction rate of 

intracellular NO with DAR-4M measured with time steps of 15 s was similar to the reaction rate in 

the cell-free environment and proportional to [NO] as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.  

In Fig. 3c, we show the intracellular reaction rate measured in PBS with 3 mM SNAP using 

different excitation shutter intervals. We found that the intracellular reaction rate was inversely 

related to ts as shown by the solid line in Fig. 3c. A dependence of NO-dye interaction on the 

illumination could in principle be due to photo decomposition of the NO donor (18,23), but, as 

discussed above and shown in Fig. 1a, [NO] in our experimental conditions is hardly influenced 

by the photo decomposition of NO donors. The mechanism underlying the photo activation of 

intracellular DAR 4M needs further investigation as suggested by Broillet et al. (23). Nonetheless, 

the calibration of the dye response to intracellular NO is valid for our study since the intracellular 
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fluorescence intensity was calibrated with well-defined NO concentrations under exactly the same 

conditions. Hereafter, we use a ts-dependent reaction rate constant of γ=15000/ts. 

 

a) 

 
 
b)  

 

c)  

 
Figure 3. (a) Fluorescence images taken at t=300 s (left), 900 s (middle), 1700 s (right) after 
addition of SNAP (3 mM) at 20°C. (b) Time series of intracellular fluorescence intensity for 
different SNAP concentrations at 20°C. The images were taken by illuminating with fluorescence 
excitation light for periods of 0.2 s with waiting time intervals of 15 s. Fluorescence pictures were 
taken after samples were stabilized. (c) Sensitivity of dye to the illumination : dependence of 
intracellular reaction rate γ[NO] on waiting time between illumination periods, ts in 3 mM SNAP 
solution at 20°C. The solid line corresponds to a fit : γ[NO]=15000 / ts.  
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a) 

 
 
b) 

 
 
Figure 4. Time dependence of fluorescent intensity of a stimulated cell (filled circles) and 
calculated intracellular [NO] (open circles) at 20°C. Filled triangles show the data without 
correction for dye leakage after strong stimulation at t ~ 200 s. The three arrows along the time 
axis show the time points of mechanical stimulation with the micromanipulator, and an arrow on 
the left-hand axis shows the saturation value fmax of fluorescence intensity reached after addition 
of SNAP. Upper pictures show fluorescent images taken immediately after (left) and 150 s after 
(right) strong mechanical stimulation. The stimulated cell (arrows) shows increased fluorescence 
intensity. 
 
 
Cellular NO response to mechanical stimulation 
Figure 4 shows the fluorescence intensity increase of a dye-loaded MLO-Y4 cell that was gently 

stimulated twice (indentation ~200 nm), followed by a strong indentation (1-2 µm). Measurements 

were carried out at 20°C since the intracellular dye spontaneously leaked out of the cells at 37°C, 
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which might be due to the activation of ion channels for organic anions at 37°C (28). The 

fluorescence intensity increased after gentle stimulation but transiently decreased immediately 

after the strong stimulation, which was likely due to dye leakage upon membrane rupture. Then 

SNAP was added to obtain fmax. The fluorescence intensity recorded after the strong stimulation 

was corrected assuming that ~25% of dye had leaked out. The intracellular NO concentration 

was calculated from the time dependence of the fluorescence intensity using Eq. 3, and was 

found to increase up to ~ 3 µM 30 s after the strong stimulation (Fig. 4b). It is known that growth 

conditions are important for eNOS expression (29), i.e. the capability to respond to mechanical or 

chemical stimuli by NO production, in bone cells. Therefore we rejected culture flasks, from which 

cells did not show any response to mechanical stimulation. Out of 6 selected flasks, we tested 27 

more cells, 9 of which responded with NO production. The NO concentration measured after 

single strong mechanical stimulation ranged between 0.3 and 7 µM.  

In this study, the intracellular NO concentration was measured in situ in response to direct 

mechanical stimulation. In previous studies the total NO produced from multicellular osteocyte 

monolayers in response to fluid shear stress had been measured using the Griess assay or 

electrochemical NO sensors (11,30). The two types of results are not immediately comparable. The 

instantaneous intracellular NO concentration will depend in a complex manner on production 

rates, geometry, transport rates and reaction rates. In order to roughly compare the [NO] in a 

single-cell with the amount of NO produced by whole cell monolayers, we model NO transport 

using known parameters for NO diffusion and decay rate (27). The total amount of NO produced by 

~105 MLO-Y4 cells in a monolayer culture was approximately 100 nmol in 5 min (30); the average 

NO production rate in a single cell was therefore ~3×10-15 mol/s. NO can diffuse ~100 µm during 

its life time (~4 s). The intracellular NO concentration in a single stimulated cell on a surface, 

given these rates, can thus be roughly estimated to be ~10 μM by dividing the amount of NO 

produced by a single cell in 4 s by the volume of a 100 μm hemisphere.  

The strain caused by fluid shear stress on the cell body has been estimated to be less than 

0.1% (31). In this study, cells were indented by 1-2 µm, which causes more than 10% strain. One-

time mechanical stimulation of a single cell with such large strain resulted in NO production for 

about 100 s with a maximum resulting NO concentration comparable to the estimated 

concentration achieved by much weaker strain due to fluid shear. These observations suggest 

that the response of the cells in semi-confluent osteocyte monolayers to fluid flow might be 

stronger than to direct mechanical stimulation.  

 

Signal transduction to peripheral cells 
When cells were loaded with DAR-4M to a high intracellular concentration (fmax / fi > 10, fi: 

fluorescence intensity before stimulation), we could detect a fluorescence increase in neighboring 

cells (Fig. 5a). Dye leakage from the directly stimulated cell slightly increased the fluorescence in 
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the background. After correction for the background increase, the increase in intracellular 

fluorescence in neighboring cells was still observed (Fig. 5b). The maximal calculated NO 

concentrations in neighboring cells were much lower (<0.1 µM) than the NO concentrations 

observed in directly stimulated cells (~2 µM). In order to detect such low NO concentrations 

stably, extremely sensitive detection methods are necessary (32). We would not have been able to 

detect NO production in neighboring cells with lower dye loading.  

It is possible that the NO produced by the stimulated cell diffused and reacted with the NO 

indicator dye in the neighboring cells. In that case all neighboring cells should symmetrically show 

 

a)  

 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 5. a) Fluorescence pictures before (left) and after (right) strong mechanical stimulation of 
a single cell respectively. b) Time dependence of the fluorescence intensity of well dye-loaded 
cells (cell 1 - 5 and the directly stimulated cell indicated in a) right picture). An arrow in b) shows 
the time point of mechanical stimulation. The data for the stimulated cell indicates competition 
between NO production and dye leakage. c) Interpolated curves in b) were used to calculate 
intracellular [NO]. Peripheral cells except cell 5 also responded with relatively smaller amount of 
NO production than the mechanically stimulated cell. 
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increased fluorescence, proportional to their dye loading. However, we observe anisotropic 

responses in the neighborhood of the stimulated cell; a cell with a high fmax (measure of the dye 

concentration) did not show NO response upon mechanical stimulation of its neighbor (Fig. 5b, 

cell 5). Therefore, NO diffusion is an unlikely explanation for the observed fluorescence increase 

in neighboring cells. An alternative possibility is cell-cell communication by secondary 

messengers. Intercellular communication typically occurs by small signaling molecules, such as 

Ca2+ or cAMP, via gap junctions between neighboring cells, or by membrane-permeable signaling 

molecules such as polyunsaturated fatty acids which are released from membrane phospholipids 

and diffuse to neighboring cells. Some polyunsaturated fatty acids (eicosapentaenoic acid, 

arachidonic acid) are known to stimulate NO production (33-35)  

 

Cellular NO response to chemical stimulation 
Cellular NO production can also be stimulated chemically. Bradykinin stimulates calcium 

mobilization in cells when bound to a G-protein-coupled bradykinin receptor (36). The highly 

selective calcium ionophore calcimycine (A23187) causes an influx of extracellular Ca2+ into the 

cell (37). Therefore, bradykinin and A23187 potentially induce the calmodulin-dependent activity of 

endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), which catalyzes NO synthesis in cells such as 

osteocytes (38) or endothelial cells (12,32). We added bradykinin (1-10 µM) and A23187 (10-100 µM) 

to dye-loaded MLO-Y4 cells. However, both bradykinin and A23187 did not detectably increase 

intracellular fluorescence in MLO-Y4 cells in our experimental conditions (data not shown). 

Our technique allows us to monitor short-term NO production on the scale of seconds, in 

contrast to conventional NO detection methods (i.e. Griess reaction) that have been used to 

detect NO production on the scale of hours (30). Short-term NO production can decrease long-

term NO production (39,40) since NO negatively regulates NOS transcription (41,42). Therefore the 

short-term NO production which we observed in response to mechanical stimulation might not be 

caused by a Ca2+ dependent signaling pathway. This is consistent with recent reports that eNOS 

activation in response to fluid or mechanical stress does not require increased intracellular [Ca2+] 
(43, 44).  

We then tested arachidonic acid, which can induce NO production in platelets and endothelial 

cells by activating eNOS in a Ca 2+ independent manner (34,35,45). Addition of arachidonic acid at 

10 µM to sub-confluent MLO-Y4 cells reproducibly increased intracellular fluorescence (Fig. 6a). 

Higher concentrations (>10 µM) of arachidonic acid caused a transient decrease in fluorescence 

intensity due to leakage of intracellular dye, followed by a pronounced fluorescence increase 

reflecting NO synthesis. The time dependence of the intracellular NO concentration was 

calculated as the average of 7 well-responding cells in the same field of view (Fig. 6b).  

We also measured the cellular NO production in response to arachidonic acid with the 

electrochemical NO sensor (amiNO-100). The amiNO-100 was placed ~200 µm above the 
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surface of the cell monolayer, and arachidonic acid was added to final concentration of 50 µM. 

The output current of the amiNO-100 sensor showed increased extracellular NO concentrations 

after the addition of arachidonic acid (Fig. 6b). Since the amiNO-100 sensor was separated ~200 

µm from the cells, most NO had reacted before reaching the sensor, making a quantitative 

comparison difficult. Nevertheless, the short-term increase and subsequent decay of extracellular 

NO concentrations had a similar time dependence as the measured intracellular NO 

concentration. 

 

a)  

 

b) 

  
Figure 6. a) Time dependence of intracellular fluorescence of dye-loaded cells. Fluorescence 
intensity increased after addition of arachidonic acid indicated by an arrow. b) Interpolated curves 
shown are used to calculate intracellular [NO] in b). b) Intracellular [NO] obtained from 
fluorescence intensity (averaged over 7 responding cells) and output current of NO sensor 
(amino-100) placed above the cell-cultured surface. Both showed short-term NO production 
which decays in a couple of hundreds of seconds. 
 
 
Arachidonic acid is released from membrane phospholipids of a cell stimulated by numerous first 

messengers or stimulations. After secretion, it is metabolized by several enzymes (such as 

cyclooxygenase) into key signaling molecules (such as prostaglandins) (46,47). Both 

cyclooxygenase and prostaglandins play a critical role in bone remodeling, and are upregulated in 

mechanically loaded bone cells (30,48,49) indicating that arachidonic acid is likely released in 

response to mechanical stimulation. However, its role in NO synthesis was not well known since 

there had been few studies to observe short-term response of NO production (35). Arachidonic 

acid or other fatty acids (such as eicosapentaenoic acid) (33) can work in a paracrine manner, 

since it has the ability to cross the cell membrane and to diffuse in and out of the cellular matrix. 

Therefore, these fatty acids are also the potential molecules responsible for NO production via 

intercellular communication in mechanically loaded bone cells. 
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CONCLUSIONS  
 

We have developed a method to quantify the intracellular NO concentration using the fluorescent 

NO-sensitive dye DAR-4M. Quantitative real-time monitoring of intracellular NO concentration is 

possible for individual cells because our calibration method, which is based on the kinetics of NO 

binding to the dye, is insensitive to the absolute dye concentration. This technique was applied to 

mechano-sensitive osteocyte-like bone cells (MLO-Y4). Cells were subjected to strong 

mechanical stimulation by a micromanipulator which led to well measurable NO responses. We 

also observed NO production in some, but not all non-stimulated cells in the periphery of a 

stimulated cell, which suggests that there is directed intercellular communication in the cell 

network. This finding might be relevant for the understanding of signal transduction through 

osteocytes in the canalicular network to the osteoblasts and osteoclasts which are located only at 

bone surfaces, mainly in the Haversian and Volkmann channels where blood vessels reside.  

While the NO response of MLO-Y4 cells detected with our method did not seem to be Ca2+ 

dependent (35,43,44), we found that arachidonic acid, which might stimulate eNOS in a Ca2+ 

independent way, caused a short-term NO response, similar to that observed in mechanically 

stimulated cells.  

We expect that rapid single-cell NO monitoring with fluorescent dyes is relevant in unraveling 

complex regulator circuits in many types of cells with sensory functions. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Chemicals 
As fluorescent NO indicator we used a rhodamine derivative, DAR-4M (Molecular Probes Inc., 

Eugene, OR, USA) both extracellularly and in cells. A membrane-permeable (acetoxymethyled, 

AM) form of this dye, called DAR-4M AM (Molecular Probes), was used for the intracellular 

measurements. It can enter cells due to the presence of the acetoxy methyl moiety. Once inside 

the cell, DAR-4M AM is hydrolyzed to the membrane-impermeable DAR-4M, thereby 

accumulating in the cell. For calibration purposes we set the extra- and intracellular NO 

concentration with the help of two different NO donors, both with a relatively long half-life: NOC12 

(Dojindo Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan), and SNAP (Sigma-Aldrich, St.-Louis, MO, USA). 

These NO donors were also used to saturate NO sensitive dyes in the cells to determine the total 

amount of dye loaded in individual cells. We furthermore used three types of stimulants of NO 

synthesis: bradykinin, A23187, and arachidonic acid (all three purchased from Sigma/Aldrich). 

 

Calibration of NO adsorption onto DAR-4M 
A fluorescence spectrophotometer F4500 (Hitachi-Hitec, Tokyo, Japan) was used for calibrating 

the reaction of dye with NO, i.e. the rate of increase of fluorescence intensity. The wavelengths 

for excitation and emission were 560±2 nm and 580±8 nm respectively. Several different 

concentrations of SNAP and NOC12 were prepared in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and kept 

in disposable optical cuvettes for 15 min before the measurement. Given that the release is slow 

compared to the decay of NO via reactions in the solution and slow compared to the overall 

duration of the experiments, one can assume that a constant steady state NO concentration is set 

by the balance between release and decay, which is expected to be proportional to the 

concentration of the donor, but the absolute value of which needs to be determined by another 

independent experiment. Measurements were carried out at both 37°C and 20°C. NO 

concentration for each condition was absolutely calibrated using a standard NO sensor (amiNO-

100, Innovative Instruments, Inc., Queen Brooks, USA).  A series of gas permeable membranes 

which cover the amiNO-100 ensure the selectivity of the sensor for NO. The output current of the 

amiNO-100 was converted to NO concentration (typically 40 pA corresponds to 1 nM) following 

the standard procedure supplied by WPI (World Precision Instruments Ltd., Stevenage, UK) (50), 

based on the following reaction: 

2KNO2 + 2KI + 2H2SO4 → 2NO + I2 + 2H2O + 2K2SO4 

DAR-4M was then added to the SNAP or NOC12 solution to a concentration of 25 nM, and 

recording of the fluorescence intensity was started. 
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Cell cultures and dye loading 
MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells (a kind gift of Dr. Bonewald, San Antonio, TX, USA) were seeded on 

cell culture dishes at ~104 cells/cm2 in alpha essential medium (α-MEM) with 5% fetal bovine 

serum (FBS), 5% fetal calf serum (FCS), and 50 µg/ml gentamicine, and incubated for 4-16 hr at 

37°C. MLO-Y4 cells were then incubated for 1-3 hr at 20°C in 10 µM DAR-4M AM in CO2 

independent culture medium (Gibco) without serum for dye loading. Thereafter the medium was 

changed to D-MEM without serum and phenol red (for mechanical stimulation experiments) or 

PBS (for intracellular NO adsorption experiments). 

 

NO adsorption in cells 
Fluorescence images of dye-loaded cells in PBS were recorded using a fluorescence microscope 

(Axiovert 135 TV, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) after the NO donor was added. A mercury lamp and a 

filter set for rhodamine (Chroma 41002) was used for fluorescence excitation. In order to reduce 

excess NO release due to photolysis of the NO donor (21), fluorescence pictures were recorded 

while the shutter for the excitation light source was open for 0.2 s during every 1-15 s period.  

 

Response of cells to mechanical stimulation 
Dye-loaded MLO-Y4 cells in D-Mem were stimulated for several seconds using a 

micromanipulator (Transferman NK2, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Cells were indented 

gently with the smallest z-position resolution of the micromanipulator (~150 nm), or strongly 

indented by ~1-2 µm. Since the typical height of the cells attached to the substrate is 3-5 µm, the 

corresponding strain is several percent for gentle indentation and several tens of percent for 

strong indentation. Fluorescence images were recorded at one frame per 5-10 s. The excitation 

light was shuttered as described above to avoid possible illumination artefacts. The cells were 

then treated with 2 mM SNAP to obtain the saturation level of fluorescence, fmax. The 

fluorescence intensity was quantified for each cell using Scion image software (Scion 

Corporation, Frederick, MD, USA). 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Bone remodelling is a dynamic process that requires the coordinated interaction of osteocytes, 

osteoblasts, and osteoclasts, collaborating in basic multicellular units (BMUs). Communication 

between these cells can be by extracellular soluble molecules as well as directly propagating 

intercellular signalling molecules. Key to the understanding of bone remodelling is osteocyte 

mechanosensing and chemical signalling to the surrounding cells, since osteocytes are believed 

to be the mechanosensors of bone, responding to mechanical stresses. NO is an important 

parameter to study osteocyte activation following mechanical loading. It is a small short-lived 

molecule, which makes its real time, quantitative monitoring difficult. However, recently we 

demonstrated that DAR-4M AM chromophore can be used for real time quantitative monitoring of 

intracellular NO production in individual cells following mechanical loading. Here we studied if a 

single mechanically stimulated osteocyte communicates with, and thus activates its surrounding 

cells via extracellular soluble factors. We monitored quantitatively intracellular NO production in the 

stimulated osteocyte and in its surrounding osteocytes, which were not interconnected. Mechanical 

stimulation by microneedle of a single MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cell upregulated the average 

intracellular NO production by 94% in the stimulated cell, and by 31-150% in the surrounding 

osteocytes. In conclusion, a single osteocyte can disseminate a mechanical stimulus to its 

surrounding osteocytes via extracellular soluble signalling factors. This reinforces the putative 

mechanosensory role of osteocytes, and demonstrates a possible mechanism by which a single 

mechanically stimulated osteocyte can communicate with other cells in a BMU, which might help 

to better understand the intricacies of  intercellular interactions in BMUs and thus bone 

remodelling. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Osteocytes are widely accepted as the mechanosensors in bone (1,2). Anatomically, osteocytes 

are housed in the lacunar spaces within the mineralised matrix and form a network with 

surrounding osteocytes and surface lining cells via their cell processes that run through the 

canaliculi (3,4). Bone remodelling involves osteocytes, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts, which interact 

in basic multicellular units (BMUs). The concerted activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts 

orchestrated by the mechanosensing osteocytes likely leads to bone remodelling (5). 

Mechanical loading activates the osteocytes, which produce signalling molecules like nitric 

oxide (NO) (6-9) that modulates the activity of bone forming osteoblasts (10,11) and bone resorbing 

osteoclasts (12). This intercellular communication via signalling molecules like NO plays a key role 

in bone remodelling (5,13). NO is ubiquitously present in human physiological systems (14). It 

functions as a messenger molecule in many signalling processes through the cellular guanisine  

3’, 5’-monophosphate (cGMP) pathway and through the nitrosylation of regulatory thiols (14). NO is 

a small and short-lived molecule which can readily cross the cell membrane, and thus functions 

as a paracrine second messenger. NO is essential for mechanically induced bone remodelling 
(10,15). The precise mechanism of action of NO in bone remodelling is not fully elucidated, but 

upregulation of NO production following mechanical stimulation has been used as a marker for 

the activation of osteocytes (6). 

Osteocytes form a gap junction-coupled network, interconnecting osteocytes and bone lining 

cells in bone (3,4). Mechanical stimulation has been shown to modulate the activity of gap 

junctional proteins (16) and gap junction-dependent propagation of Ca2+ waves in osteoblasts (17), 

showing the presence of direct intercellular signalling through intercellular connections. Both 

direct intercellular signalling and indirect extracellular signalling likely contribute to the 

communication between the mechanosensing osteocytes and the effector cells, the osteoblasts 

and osteoclasts, in a BMU. Little is known about the capacity of a single mechanically stimulated 

osteocyte to disseminate information of local mechanical stimulation to the surrounding cells in a 

BMU. Insight into interactions between the different cells in a BMU might shed light on the 

intricacies of bone remodelling. 

Recently we have shown that localised mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte 

upregulates intracellular NO production (9). This site-specific mechanical loading enables to study 

the effect of mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte on the intracellular NO production in the 

surrounding cells. Moreover, absolute concentrations of intracellular NO production can be 

quantitatively determined in situ at a single cell level using the chromophore DAR-4M AM (18). 

In this study we applied direct single cell mechanical stimulation and intracellular NO 

detection to investigate whether a mechanically stimulated single osteocyte communicates with, 

and thus activates its surrounding cells via soluble extracellular factors, and hence propagate the 
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mechanical signal to its surrounding cells. This may contribute to uncovering the complexities of 

intercellular interactions in BMUs, and to better understand bone remodelling. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Bone cell culture 
MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells (a kind gift from Dr. Bonewald, San Antonio, TX, USA) (19) were 

cultured in 25 cm2 flasks (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark) in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium (D-

MEM; Gibco, Paisley, UK) at 37ºC in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 in air. D-MEM  was 

supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 5% calf serum (CS), 100 U/ml penicillin (Sigma, 

St. Louis, MO, USA), 50 μg/ml streptomycin sulphate (Gibco), and 1.25 μg/ml fungizone (Gibco). 

Cells between passages 30-40 were harvested using 0.25% trypsin (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, 

MI, USA) and 0.1% EDTA (Sigma) in PBS, and incubated with DAR-4M AM (Calbiochem, Merck 

KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) for chromophore loading as described below. The chromophore-

loaded cells were then seeded at 5x10
3
 cells/cm2 on 35 mm glass bottom microwell dishes 

(MatTek Cultureware, Ashland, MA, USA). In order to study extracellular signalling after 

mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte, DAR-4M AM chromophore-loaded MLO-Y4 

osteocyte-like cells were incubated for a short period of 20-30 min after seeding. The osteocytes 

did not form cell processes and hence intercellular connections during this short incubation time 

as illustrated in figure 1. Cell attachment to the substrate was determined by gently tapping on the 

microscope stage and confirming visually the absence of any shift in position of the cells. The 

non-attached floating cells could be displaced by gently tapping the microscope. Figure 1 shows 

the position of individual osteocytes in relation to each other. Representative surrounding cells 

were chosen at different distances (33-175 µm) from the stimulated cell. These representative 

cells were numbered in increasing order of their distance from the mechanically stimulated 

osteocyte.  

 

DAR-4M AM chromophore loading 
DAR-4M AM (Calbiochem, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) is a rhodamine based membrane-

permeable chromophore (20). When incubated with cells it enters the cells owing to the presence 

of an acetoxymethyl ester (AM) moiety (figure 2). Once intracellular, DAR-4M AM is de-esterified 

to form DAR-4M by cytoplasmic estrases rendering it membrane impermeable. As soon as the 

cell produces NO, DAR-4M reacts with it to form a triazole compound, DAR-4MT. DAR-4MT is 

stable, fluorescent, and membrane-impermeable and can be visualised using a rhodamine filter. 

For chromophore loading, freshly trypsinised MLO-Y4 osteocytes were incubated with 10 µM 

DAR-4M AM for 1-2 hr at room temperature in D-MEM without phenol red (Gibco). The 

chromophore-loaded osteocytes were then seeded on glass bottom microwell dishes as 

described above. After 20-30 min the medium was replaced with D-MEM without phenol red to 

gently wash away the extracellular chromophore. Single MLO-Y4 osteocytes were then 

mechanically stimulated as described below.  
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Figure 1. Fluorescence image of DAR-4M AM loaded MLO-Y4 osteocytes. 
Chromophore-loaded MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells were incubated for 20-30 min for attachment to 
the substrate. The osteocytes did not form cell processes and hence intercellular connections 
during the short incubation period of 20-30 min. A centrally-located, well chromophore-loaded 
single osteocyte was mechanically stimulated by using a micro-needle (stimulated cell) for 10-20 
sec. MLO-Y4 osteocytes at varying distances in different radial directions from the stimulated cell 
were analysed for intracellular NO production (surrounding cells). The surrounding osteocytes are 
numbered in increasing order of their distance from the mechanically stimulated osteocyte. 
Original magnification x 16. Bar = 50 µm. 
 

 

Mechanical loading 
A single chromophore-loaded MLO-Y4 cell was mechanically stimulated for 10-20 sec using a 

microneedle (Transferman NK2, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Single cells were indented by 

1-2 μm with the z-position resolution of the micromanipulator. The cells were subjected to strains 

of ~20%. Strong mechanical stimulation might lead to cell membrane injury and thus 

chromophore leakage from the cell, which could be confirmed by the absence of fluorescence 

saturation following the addition of S-nitroso-N-acetyl-penacillamine (SNAP, 3 mM, Sigma) (data 

not shown). To avoid diffuse mechanical stimulation of all the osteocytes in the culture due to fluid 

turbulence during mechanical stimulation, the microneedle was gently lowered into the medium 

using micrometer resolution, during the time period from touching the outer surface of the  
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Figure 2. Mechanism of action of DAR-4M AM chromophore. 
DAR-4M AM is a rhodamine-based membrane permeable chromophore. It enters the cells owing 
to the presence of an acetoxymethyl ester (AM) moiety. Once intracellular, DAR-4M AM is de-
esterified to form DAR-4M by cytoplasmic estrases rendering it membrane impermeable. As soon 
as the cell produces NO, DAR-4M reacts with it to form a triazole compound, DAR-4MT. DAR-
4MT is stable, fluorescent, and membrane impermeable, and can be visualised using a 
rhodamine filter. 
 

 

medium untill reaching the cell. This fine movement of the microneedle was aided by live 

monitoring of the cells using a CCD camera. 

 

Imaging 
Fluorescence images of chromophore-loaded cells were taken by using an inverted microscope 

(Axiovert 135 TV, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) fitted with an optical filter set for rhodamine 

chromophore detection (Chroma 41002). The fluorescence intensity was quantified using Scion 

Beta software (Scion Corporation, Frederick, MD, USA). The fluorescence images were taken 

before and after mechanical stimulation at one frame every 10 sec. The excitation light was 

shuttered to obtain exposure time of less than 1 sec to avoid possible illumination effects on the 

fluorescence intensity of the cells. Intracellular NO production in the respective cell immediately 

before mechanical stimulation was taken as control. 
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Quantification of intracellular NO production 
Intracellular NO production was determined from the rate of increase in fluorescence intensity in 

each single DAR-4M AM loaded cell (18). Briefly, NO concentration was measured as a function of 

the increase in fluorescence intensity in a single cell over time and the rate of integration of NO 

into the chromophore. The rate of NO integration into the chromophore was calibrated from the 

chromophore response time to known NO concentrations under controlled extracellular and 

intracellular conditions. The NO concentration in each single cell at any given point of time was 

then determined retrogradely from the maximum fluorescence intensity in that cell, which was 

obtained after saturating the remaining intracellular chromophore with external NO released from 

the NO donor S-nitroso-N-acetyl-penacillamine (SNAP, 3mM, Sigma). Cell activity (in cells either 

or not mechanically stimulated) was expressed as average intracellular NO production, which 

was compared before and after mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte. To compare cell 

activation following mechanical stimulation in different osteocytes, the percentage increase in 

average intracellular NO production was calculated. This mechanical stimulation-mediated 

percentage increase in average intracellular NO production in individual osteocytes was 

calculated over their respective basal intracellular NO production. 

 

Statistical Analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using Igor Pro version 4.0.1.0 (Wave Metrics, Lake Oswego, 

OR, USA). Values of average intracellular NO concentrations obtained from individual cells were 

calculated and analyzed using the paired t-test for testing differences within groups. Differences 

were considered significant if p<0.05.   
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RESULTS 
 
Figure 1 shows the position of individual DAR-4M AM chromophore-loaded MLO-Y4 osteocytes 

in relation to each other. The osteocytes did not form cell processes and hence intercellular 

connections during the short incubation time of 20-30 min after seeding. The representative 

osteocytes were chosen for their varying distances (33-175 µm) and different radial directions 

from the mechanically stimulated cell (figure 1). Osteocytes showed sufficient chromophore 

uptake, leading to a uniform visible fluorescence signal. 

Figure 3 shows the quantification of intracellular NO concentrations in single osteocytes, 

either or not mechanically stimulated. A single representative non-stimulated osteocyte produced 

basal intracellular NO in “puffs”, which receded to zero every few tens of seconds as observed 

over a time period of 600 sec (figure 3A). Therefore peak intracellular NO concentrations were 

taken as a measure of peak cell activity. The peak basal intracellular NO production in the non-

stimulated osteocytes (n=4) ranged from 0.29-0.51 µM during 600 sec. The average NO 

concentration over this period in the representative non-stimulated cell shown was 0.10 µM 

(figure 3B). In a separate culture, the peak basal intracellular NO production in the mechanically 

stimulated cell was 0.42 µM during ~400 sec (figure 3C). After mechanical stimulation the peak 

intracellular NO production was increased by 32% to 0.56 µM (figure 3C). The average NO 

concentration  increased by 94% from its basal value 0.11 µM (calculated over ~400 sec) to 0.21 

µM after mechanical stimulation (calculated over ~300 sec) (figure 3D). 

Figure 4 shows the quantification of intracellular NO concentrations in single osteocytes 

surrounding a mechanically stimulated osteocyte. The peak basal intracellular NO production in 

the surrounding osteocytes ranged from 0.09-0.44 µM during ~400 sec.  The peak intracellular 

NO production in a surrounding cell located at 67 µM (“close”) from the mechanically stimulated 

cell increased by 95% from its basal value 0.30 µM during ~400 sec, to 0.59 µM during ~300 sec 

after the mechanical stimulus (figure 4A). The average NO concentration (calculated over the 

same time periods) increased by 90% from its basal value 0.10 µM to 0.19 µM after the 

mechanical stimulus (figure 4B). The peak intracellular NO production in a surrounding cell 

located at 175 µM (“far”) from the mechanically stimulated cell increased by 118% from its basal 

value 0.09 µM during ~400 sec, to 0.20 µM during ~300 sec after the mechanical stimulus (figure 

4C). The average NO concentration (calculated over the same time periods) increased by 51% 

from its basal value 0.12 µM to 0.18 µM after the mechanical stimulus (figure 4D). The pattern of 

NO production in the surrounding osteocytes (figure 4A,C) closely resembled that of the 

mechanically stimulated osteocyte (figure 3C), which suggests a close causal relationship. 
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Figure 3. Effect of mechanical stimulation on intracellular NO production in a single MLO-Y4 
osteocyte. A) Basal intracellular NO concentrations in a single non-stimulated osteocyte, and B) 
average NO concentration, calculated from (A). C) Intracellular NO concentrations before and 
after mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte, and D) the average NO concentrations, 
calculated from (C). The non-stimulated cell and the mechanically stimulated cell (see also figure 
1) were from separate cultures. After mechanical stimulation the peak intracellular NO production 
was increased by 32%, and the average NO production by 94%. The dashed line indicates the 
time point at which the mechanical stimulus was given. 
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Figure 4. Intracellular NO production in MLO-Y4 osteocytes surrounding a mechanically 
stimulated osteocyte. A) Intracellular NO concentrations in a surrounding osteocyte located at 67 
μm (“close”) from the mechanically stimulated cell, before and after the mechanical stimulus, and 
B) average NO concentrations, calculated from (A). C) Intracellular NO concentrations in a 
surrounding osteocyte located at 175 μm (“far”) from the mechanically stimulated osteocyte, 
before and after the mechanical stimulus, and D) average NO concentrations, calculated from 
(C). The surrounding osteocytes were located at varying distances in different radial directions 
from the mechanically stimulated osteocyte (see figure 1). The peak intracellular NO production in 
surrounding cells was increased by 95% (“close”) and 118% (“far”) after mechanical stimulation of 
a single osteocyte in their vicinity, and the average NO production increased by 90% (“close”) and 
51% (“far”). The dashed line indicates the time point at which the mechanical stimulus was given 
to a single osteocyte in the vicinity. 
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The average intracellular NO production in 11 non-interconnected surrounding osteocytes 

significantly increased (p<0.0001) after mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte in their 

vicinity (table 1). The surrounding cells were located in different radial directions at a distance 

ranging from 33 μm to 175 μm from the mechanically stimulated osteocyte (see also figure 1). 

The non-interconnected surrounding osteocytes showed a 31 - 150% increase in the average 

intracellular NO production over their respective non-stimulated state during a 300 sec period 

following the mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte in the vicinity. 

No correlation was found between the distance of the surrounding osteocytes from the 

mechanically stimulated osteocyte and the respective percentage increase in average 

intracellular NO production (figure 5). This means that the magnitude of activation of the 

surrounding cells was independent of their location within a distance of ≤175 μm from the 

mechanically stimulated cell. 
 
 
Table 1. Average intracellular NO production in MLO-Y4 osteocytes before and after mechanical 
stimulation of a single osteocyte in both the stimulated cell and in its surrounding cells located at 
different differences from the stimulated cell.  
 
 Average [NO] (μM)   

 
Before 
mechanical 
stimulation 

After mechanical 
stimulation Increase (%) 

Distance from 
the stimulated 
cell (µm) 

Stimulated cell 0.11 0.21 94 0 
Surrounding cells     
Cell 01 0.11 0.21 93 33 
Cell 02 0.11 0.18 72 58 
Cell 03 0.06 0.07 31 58 
Cell 04 0.09 0.14 56 67 
Cell 05 0.10 0.19 90 67 
Cell 06 0.11 0.20 88 100 
Cell 07 0.08 0.11 36 108 
Cell 08 0.08 0.15 80 117 
Cell 09 0.09 0.21 150 142 
Cell 10 0.09 0.14 63 142 
Cell 11 0.12 0.19 51 175 
Mean 0.09±0.05 0.16±0.01** 74±10* 97±4 
 
Surrounding cells are numbered in ascending order in accordance to their location in relation to 
the stimulated cell (see also figure 1). Mean ± SEM is shown of the measured parameters of 11 
cells surrounding one mechanically stimulated osteocyte. [NO], NO concentration. *Significant 
effect of mechanical stimulation, p<0.001, **p<0.0001 
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Figure 5. Lack of correlation between intracellular NO upregulation in the surrounding MLO-Y4 
osteocytes and their distance from the mechanically stimulated osteocyte. Each dot represents 
the percentage increase in NO concentration in a single osteocyte surrounding the mechanically 
stimulated osteocyte. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
The purpose of this study was to monitor the propagation of mechanical stimulation in single 

MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells by studying NO signalling after mechanical stimulation of a single 

osteocyte. Intracellular NO production of each osteocyte was monitored quantitatively in real time 

by using DAR-4M AM chromophore. A single DAR-4M AM-loaded osteocyte was mechanically 

stimulated by using a microneedle tip. We hypothesised that a mechanically stimulated osteocyte 

can disseminate the information of the local mechanical stimulus to its surrounding cells via 

extracellular factors. This intercellular signalling was defined as activation of surrounding 

osteocytes, measured as upregulation of intracellular NO production in these cells in response to 

mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte in their vicinity.  

Throughout life, human bone is renewed continuously in a tightly controlled sequence of 

resorption and formation. This process of bone remodelling is a local self-organizing process of 

mechanical adaptation and likely regulated by the mechanosensitive osteocytes (5). It involves 

groups of different cells, which collaborate in BMUs (21). In cortical bone BMUs proceed by 

tunnelling, during which osteoclasts excavate a canal that is refilled partly by osteoblasts. The 

concerted activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts is likely orchestrated by the osteocytes, cells 

which reside in the bone matrix and form a three-dimensional network with their long slender 

protrusions that reach the bone surface, which allows them to signal the effector cells. 

Mechanosensitive osteocytes likely orchestrate the activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts via 

signalling molecules like NO (13). Thus, within an average BMU radius of 100 µm, the osteocytes 

are expected to transfer mechanosensing information to the effector cells. In this study we 

demonstrate that a single osteocyte can transfer information of a local mechanical signal to its 

surrounding cells at a distance ranging from 33 to 175 µm. In osteoblasts intercellular signalling 

occurs via calcium through a gap-junction mediated pathway and through an extracellular 

pathway (17). There is little evidence about the propagation of the mechanical signal by the 

putative mechanosensing osteocytes to its surrounding cells following mechanical stimulation. 

Our study demonstrates that a single mechanically stimulated osteocyte indeed has the capacity 

to send bio-signals to the surrounding cells resulting in their activation.  

Osteocyte activation was assessed as increased intracellular NO production after mechanical 

stimulation in the stimulated osteocyte and in the surrounding osteocytes. NO is a second 

messenger, which elicits a surprisingly wide range of physiological effects (14). Mechanically 

stimulated osteocytes produce NO (6,7,9,22), which is essential for mechanical loading-induced 

bone formation in vivo (10,15). NO is a small and highly reactive molecule. It reacts very fast and 

has a physiological half-life of 0.1 to 5 sec, which makes its quantitative real time monitoring at a 

single cell level difficult. However, recently we demonstrated the use of DAR-4M AM 

chromophore to quantitatively monitor absolute concentrations of intracellular NO production in 
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single cells (18). In the current study fine temporal resolution of DAR-4MT enabled us to observe 

that the cells displayed varying basal levels of intracellular NO production within the same culture, 

and also within a single cell, over a short time period (~400 sec). Apparently a single cell does not 

produce a constant basal level of NO over time. However the peak basal NO levels measured in 

different cells within the same culture (during ~400 sec) were similar. Since NO production within 

a single cell varied in time, we compared the maximum cell activation (i.e. the peak intracellular 

NO production) in individual cells before and after mechanical stimulation (during ~400 and ~300 

sec respectively). This allowed comparison of the upregulation of NO production in different 

individual cells.  

The magnitude of activation of the surrounding osteocytes did not adhere to a directional 

trend with respect to their position in relation to the mechanically stimulated osteocyte. The 

surrounding osteocytes in all radial directions from the mechanically stimulated cell were 

activated to different degrees, as demonstrated by the percentage increase in average 

intracellular NO production after mechanical stimulation of the single osteocyte in their vicinity. 

Soluble factors likely travel in different directions from the source of production and thus lead to 

direction-independent propagation of a mechanical signal. No correlation was found between the 

distance of the surrounding osteocytes from the mechanically stimulated osteocyte and the 

percentage increase in average intracellular NO production. The pattern of NO production in the 

surrounding osteocytes closely resembled that of the mechanically stimulated osteocyte, which 

does indicate a close causal relationship. This suggests that the bio-signal is disseminated in an 

active coordinated fashion from one cell to anotherr in different radial directions, instead of 

passive diffusion from the mechanically stimulated osteocyte. Intercellular signalling can be 

mediated by a variety of soluble factors like NO, calcium, and ATP (14,23). Little is known about the 

interplay of these factors in the propagation of a mechanical signal in osteocytes. This study 

paves the path to delineate the role of the interaction of soluble factors in single osteocytes to 

unravel the intricacies of mechanotransduction, intercellular signalling, and thus bone 

remodelling.  

In conclusion, we demonstrate that a single mechanically stimulated osteocyte can propagate 

a mechanical signal to its surrounding osteocytes independent of intercellular connections, hence 

mediated by extracellular soluble factors. This reinforces the putative role of osteocytes as the 

mechanosensors in bone and their ability to disseminate a mechanical stimulus to the 

surrounding cells, thereby possibly orchestrating the activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts in a 

BMU involved in adaptative bone remodelling. This enables further investigation on the 

interactions of intercellular signalling molecules in single osteocytes to better understand the 

phenomenon of bone remodelling.
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MICROABSTRACT 
 
We used nano-CT and confocal microscopy to demonstrate significant differences in 3D 

morphology and the alignment of osteocytes in unidirectionally loaded mouse fibulae and 

multidirectionally loaded calvariae. This suggests a possible role of osteocytes in direct 

mechanosensing of matrix strains and adaptation of their 3D morphology to mechanical loading 

for efficient mechanosensing. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Introduction: External mechanical forces on cells are known to influence cytoskeletal structure 

and thus cell shape. Mechanical loading in long bones is unidirectional along their long axes, 

whereas the calvariae are loaded at much lower amplitudes in radial and/or tangential directions. 

We hypothesised that if osteocytes, the putative bone mechanosensors, can indeed sense matrix 

strains directly via their cytoskeleton, the 3D shape and the long axes of osteocytes in fibulae and 

calvariae will bear alignment to the different mechanical loading patterns in the two types of bone. 

Materials and Methods: We used confocal laser scanning microscopy and nano-computed 

tomography to quantitatively determine the 3D morphology and alignment of long axes of 

osteocytes and osteocyte lacunae in situ.  

Results: Fibular osteocytes showed a relatively elongated morphology (ratio lengths 5.9:1.5:1), 

whereas calvarial osteocytes were relatively spherical (ratio lengths 2.1:1.3:1). Osteocyte lacunae 

in fibulae had higher unidirectional alignment than the osteocyte lacunae in calvariae as 

demonstrated by their degree of anisotropy (3.33 and 2.10, respectively). The long axes of 

osteocyte lacunae in fibulae were aligned parallel to the principle mechanical loading direction, 

whereas those of calvarial osteocyte lacunae were not aligned in any particular direction. 

Conclusions: The anisotropy of osteocytes and their alignment to the local mechanical loading 

condition suggest that these cells are able to directly sense matrix strains due to external loading 

of bone. This reinforces the widely accepted role of osteocytes as mechanosensors, and 

suggests an alternative mode of mechanosensing besides interstitial fluid flow. The relatively 

spherical morphology of calvarial osteocytes suggests that these cells are more mechano-

sensitive than fibular osteocytes, which provides a possible explanation of efficient physiological 

load bearing for the maintenance of calvarial bone despite its condition of relative mechanical 

disuse. 

 

Key words: Osteocyte 3D morphology, fibula, calvaria, stress/strain, mechanosensing 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The cellular response to mechanical forces is known to be inherently coupled to the internal 

organization of the cytoskeleton and connection to the surrounding cells and the extracellular 

matrix (1). External mechanical forces on cells are known to influence cytoskeletal structure and 

thus cell shape (2). In bone, osteocytes residing within the bone matrix are the putative 

mechanosensors. Anatomicaly, the lacunae contain the osteocyte cell bodies from which long, 

actin-rich slender cell processes (50-60 per cell) radiate through the canaliculi to the surrounding 

osteocytes, to the cells lining the bone surface, and to the extraosseous space (3,4). Osteocytes 

forming the intercellular network likely supervise the biomechanical regulation of bone mass and 

architecture by modulating the activity of osteoblasts and/or osteoclasts via the production of 

chemical signals (5,6). It has been suggested that mechanosensing by osteocytes occurs as a 

result of strain-derived flow of interstitial fluid through the lacuno-canalicular network (7). Han et al. 
(8) hypothesized that the fluid flow-mediated excitation mechanism of osteocytes is caused by a 

unique strain amplification that results from the interaction of the pericellular matrix and the cell 

process cytoskeleton. 

Recently, we have shown that osteocytes are also sensitive to cytoskeleton-mediated 

localised mechanical stimulation, both at the cell body and the cell processes (9). Load-bearing 

long bones, such as fibulae, are predominantly loaded parallel to their longitudinal direction (10). 

On the other hand, flat bones such as calvariae, are loaded with much lower amplitudes in a 

radial and/or tangential direction due to intracranial pressure and/or mastication. Thus, if 

osteocytes can sense matrix strains directly via their cytoskeleton, the shape and directional 

alignment of single osteocytes in fibulae and calvariae should differ and bear alignment parallel to 

the principle mechanical loading direction in these bones. 

There is little information about the three dimensional (3D) morphology of single osteocytes 

and lacunar spaces in vivo, because osteocytes are deeply embedded in the mineralised matrix 

and thus are difficult to visualise by microscopy. However, confocal laser scanning microscopy 

(CLSM) allows visualisation of single osteocytes within the bone matrix by using DAR 4M-AM . 

DAR 4M-AM is a rhodamine based chromophore, which fluoresces after reacting with intracellular 

nitric oxide (9,11). Also the recently developed high-resolution nano-computed tomography (nano-

CT) can be used to visualise single lacunae in bone specimens of up to 1 mm thickness. In this 

study, we applied CLSM and nano-CT techniques to quantitatively determine the 3D morphology 

of single osteocytes and lacunae in situ in unidirectionaly load-bearing fibulae and radially and/or 

tangentially load-bearing calvarial bones of adult mice to gain insight into the physiological 

relevance of osteocyte morphology to efficient mechanosensing. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Bone explant preparation 
Whole calvariae and fibulae were aseptically isolated from 3-6 months old adult C57 B1/6 wild 

type mice. The periosteal surfaces of the bone explants were gently scraped to remove muscular 

attachments and periosteum for better imaging of the deeper embedded osteocytes. In fibular 

explants, bone marrow was flushed out thrice with 1 ml phosphate buffered saline. The bone was 

then dissected longitudinally through the marrow cavity and pieces of approximately 3x1 mm 

were prepared. In calvarial explants, the suture edges were trimmed and pieces of approximately 

3x1 mm were prepared. The smaller width of bone pieces resulted in relatively flat sections, 

which aided in visualising more cells than the relatively wider and concave bone sections. The 

bone explants were then prepared for single osteocyte imaging and/or single lacunae imaging as 

described below. 

 

Osteocyte staining for live cell imaging 
For in situ online live cell imaging, osteocytes lying in the bone matrix were loaded with DAR-4M 

AM chromophore (Calbiochem, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) as described previously (9,11). 

Briefly, bone explants were incubated with 10 µM DAR-4M AM for 1-2 h at room temperature in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium without phenol red (D-MEM; Gibco, Paisley, UK). 

Extracellular chromophore was then removed by washing twice the bone explants in D-MEM 

without phenol red. 

 

Confocal Laser Scaning Microscopy  
Image Acquisition 

Confocal images of osteocytes were obtained by using BioRad MRC-1000 UV Leica confocal 

system attached to a Leica inverted microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). A 

Leica 63x water immersion objective lens was used with a numerical aperture of 1.2 and a 

working distance of 170 µm. The fibular and calvarial bone explants were excited by using a 

krypton/argon laser at 545 nm and the emission was collected at 580 nm. Sequences of x-y 

optical slices were collected, separated by 0.25-0.50 µm on the z-axis. The osteocyte 

fluorescence intensity was deliberately saturated by the addition of 6 mM S-nitroso-N-

Acetylpenicillamine (SNAP; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), an extracellular NO donor, in order to 

augment the signal-to-noise ratio, and to compensate for the reduced fluorescence intensity in 

the deeper parts of the bone explants.  

Post acquisition image processing (deconvolution) 

All images were processed by means of an interactive maximum likelihood estimation algorithm 

(Huygens II deconvolution software, Scientific Volume Imaging, The Netherlands, 
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http://www.svi.nl) running on Octane and Origin 300 computers (SGI, Mountain View, CA, USA). 

Deconvolution of ‘z-stacks’ was done in order to achieve the very best resolution with the highest 

degree of statistical confidence (12). This processing improves the quality of blurry or noisy images 

in such a way that the structures become sharper and clearer in an environment cleaned of noise, 

which in the end improves the quality of the 3D reconstruction to a large extent.  

3D reconstruction: surface rendering 

After deconvolution of the image z-stacks with the Huygens-II software, the structures (osteocyte 

cell bodies) included in the image files were 3D- reconstructed by using the Amira™ 

visualization/modeling software (developed by the Konrad Zuse Zentrum for Information 

Technology, Berlin, Germany, http://amira.zib.de; program distribution by www.amiravis.com) (13). 

Morphological measurements were carried out by using Amira™ visualization/modeling software. 

 

Nano-computed tomographic scanning 
Bone explants of approximately 3x1 mm in size were mounted onto a nano-CT stage and a 

standardized cone beam nano-CT scan was performed of two mouse bone sites using a high 

resolution nano-CT system (SkyScan 2011, SkyScan, Kontich, Belgium). Isotropic voxel sizes for 

the scans were 390 nm (mid fibula), 480 nm (calvarium). The applied x-ray voltage was 25 kV 

and no filter was used. After standardized reconstruction by a modified Feldkamp algorithm (14), 

using SkyScan Nrecon software, the data sets for each bone were analysed using SkyScan CT-

analyser software. Cubic volumes of interest with dimensions of 80 x 80 x 80 µm were selected in 

each of the two bones (fibula and calvaria) from cortical bone regions equidistant from, and 

avoiding inclusion of, periosteal and endosteal surfaces and blood vessel and other  

large cavities.  

Osteocyte cavities which were clearly visible in the reconstructed images were converted into 

discrete binary objects by inverse binarisation combined with image filtering steps such as 

despeckling to remove noise. The degree of anisotropy was measured by facet normal orientation 

distribution using ANTTM software (SkyScan), which creates surface rendered 3d models based 

on algorithms such as Marching Cubes (15) and adaptive rendering (SkyScan). 

 

Statistics 
Statistical analysis was performed using Key Plot (Wave Metrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA). Mean 

values of the morphological parameters length, width, and height obtained from individual 

osteocytes, were calculated and statistically analysed using the paired t-test. Differences were 

considered significant if p<0.05.  
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RESULTS  
 
The fibulae and calvariae of adult mice were scanned up to a depth of 20-60 µm by using 

confocal laser scanning microscopy. The high-resolution optical slices of the confocal z-series 

scans clearly show the presence of the intercellular osteocyte network, via the long slender cell 

processes in both the fibular and the calvarial bones (Fig. 1). The majority of the cell processes 

appear to originate at about 90° from the osteocyte cell body. They radiate in different planes, 

and form intercellular connections with surrounding osteocytes, which also lay in different planes, 

in both fibular and calvarial bones.  

The 3D reconstruction of single osteocytes in adult mouse fibulae obtained from the confocal 

z-series laser scanning revealed a relatively flat, elongated shape of most of the osteocytes (Fig 

2). This morphology was quantitatively confirmed by determining the three principle long axes, i.e. 

length, width, and height, of individual osteocytes (Table 1). The length, width, and height of the 

osteocytes in fibulae ranged from 7.12-54.85 µm, 2.94-12.47 µm, and 1.80-8.71 µm, respectively. 

The length was nearly four times the width (Fig. 2A and Table 1), and was nearly six times the 

height (Fig 2B and Table 1). Moreover, the long axes of single fibular osteocytes were aligned 

parallel to the principle mechanical loading direction in fibulae.  

Unlike fibulae, the 3D reconstruction of single osteocytes in adult mouse calvariae revealed a 

more spherical shape (Fig. 3). The length, width, and height of the calvarial osteocytes ranged 

from 7.85-24.34 µm, 5.87-10.78 µm, and 1.80-8.71 µm, respectively (Table 1). The length was 

only one and a half times the width (Fig. 3A and Table1), and nearly twice the height (Fig 3B and 

Table1). Furthermore, the long axes of calvarial osteocytes were aligned randomly in different 

directions. 

The directional alignment of individual lacunae lying in the whole thickness of a section of 

adult fibular and calvarial bones was studied by using nano-CT analysis (Figs. 4 and 5). The long 

axes of individual lacunae in the entire bone thickness (~1 mm) of a 220 µm section of adult 

mouse fibula were aligned parallel to the presumed principle loading direction (Fig 4). By contrast, 

the long axes of individual lacunae in the entire bone thickness (~1 mm) of a 190 µm section of 

adult mouse calvaria were not aligned in any particular direction (Fig. 5). This difference of 

alignment between fibular and calvarial lacunae was quantitatively confirmed by the degree of 

anisotropy (Table 2), which was higher (3.33) in fibular lacuane than in the calvarial lacunae 

(2.10). 
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Figure 1. Optical slices of the confocal z-series scans showing the presence of the intercellular 
osteocyte network, via the long slender cell processes in both A) fibular, and B) calvarial bones of 
adult mice. The majority of the cell processes (arrow heads) appear to originate at 90° from the 
osteocyte cell body. Bar, 10 µm. 
 

 

Table 1. Morphological parameters of single osteocytes in adult mouse fibulae and calvariae. 
 

 length 
(µm) 

width 
(µm) 

height 
(µm) 

ratio 
l:w:h 

Fibula 28.74*± 4.67 7.60 ± 1.15 5.03 ± 0.80 5.9 : 1.5 : 1** 

Calvaria 13.22 ± 1.47 8.07 ± 0.51 6.56 ± 0.64 2.1 : 1.3 : 1 
 
The morphological parameters, length, width, and height, of single osteocytes in fibulae and 
calvariae were determined using confocal laser scanning microscopy. The values are mean ± 
SEM of 12 osteocytes in fibulae, and 10 osteocytes in calvariae. *The osteocytes in fibula are 
significantly more elongated than the osteocytes in calvaria, p<0.05, **The 3D morphology of 
osteocytes in fibulae is significantly flatter than that of the osteocytes in calvaria, which have 
relatively more spherical morphology in 3D, p<0.001.  
l, length; w, width; h, height. 
 

 

Table 2. Directional alignment of osteocyte lacunae parallel to the principle mechanical-loading 
direction in adult mouse fibulae and calvariae. 
 

Bone Degree of anisotropy Number of lacunae (n) 

Fibula 3.33 1790 

Calvaria 2.10 993 
 
Directional alignment of single osteocyte lacunae was determined by using nano-computed 
tomography from their degree of anisotropy. 
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Figure 2. 3D reconstruction of single osteocytes in adult mouse fibula by using confocal laser 
scanning microscopy scans. A) Transverse view, showing the width of osteocytes and the 
alignment of their long axes parallel to the principle mechanical loading direction (arrow) in fibula. 
The width of the osteocytes in the fibula is nearly one fifth of the length (see also table 2). Bar, 15 
µm. B) Longitudinal view, showing length and height in a single osteocyte in fibula. The height of 
osteocytes in the fibula is nearly one sixth of the length. Bar, 5 µm. 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3. 3D reconstruction of single osteocytes in adult mouse calvaria by using confocal laser 
scanning microscopy scans. A) Transverse view, showing the width of osteocytes and the 
absence of alignment of their long axes parallel to any particular direction. The width of the 
osteocytes in calvaria is nearly half the length (see also table 2). Bar 15 µm. B) Longitudinal view, 
showing length and height of a single osteocyte in calvaria. The height of osteocytes in calvaria is 
nearly half of the length. Bar, 5 µm. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
External mechanical forces on cells are known to influence cytoskeletal structure and thus cell 

shape. This implies that the shape of osteocytes is determined by external loading and that 

loaded bones should contain osteocytes with different morphology than those found in marginally 

loaded bones. This was confirmed by confocal laser microscopy as well as nano-CT: osteocytes 

in fibular bone were strechted and aligned along the principal loading direction, whereas 

osteocytes in calvarial bone had a more spherical shape and were not aligned in any particular 

direction. 

Osteocytes are deeply embedded in the hard mineralised bony matrix, which makes high-

resolution live-cell imaging of osteocytes in situ challenging. Moreover, numerical depiction of cell 

shape is difficult. We have recently demonstrated the online fluorescent imaging of single 

osteocytes in vitro by using DAR-4M AM rhodamine chromophore (9,16). Confocal laser scanning 

microscopy offers high resolution, live cell imaging and optical sectioning in the z-direction, and 

can be used to reconstruct 3D images of the structures of interest. Thus, confocal laser scanning 

microscopy scanning on DAR-4M AM chromophore-loaded osteocytes in situ formed a potent 

tool to probe 3D morphology of single osteocytes, in fibular and calvarial bones. However, high 

resolution confocal laser scanning microscopy has limited optical penetration depth, which 

restricted our study of single osteocytes in situ to a depth of ‘only’ 20-60 µm in bone. On the other 

hand, nano-CT allows high resolution optical scans through a maximum of 1 mm bone thickness, 

which corresponded to entire thickness of calvarae and of fibulae at diaphyses. Thus, we 

confirmed the directional alignment of individual osteocytes by determining the directional 

alignment of the osteocyte lacunae across the entire thickness of the bones by 3D 

reconstructions of nano-CT scans.  

Mechanosensing by osteocytes is a vital phenomenon for their survival as well as for the 

maintenance of bone mass and architecture (5,17,18). In vitro studies on MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like 

cells have shown that round cells are orders of magnitude more mechanosensitive compared to 

flat ones (19). Physiologically, calvarial bone experiences much lower mechanical loads than long 

bones, which might indicate that the osteocytes in calvariae can maintain their physiological 

functions even in the presence of low mechanical loads and hence are more mechanosensitive 

than osteocytes in long bones, which are exposed to higher mechanical loads. An earlier study 

showed no differences in the mechanosensitivity of osteocytes isolated from calvariae and long 

bones (20). This in vitro study was conducted with osteocytes in a two dimensional environment on 

a flat glass surface, which might have affected the mechanosensitivity of the osteocytes, resulting 

in similar cellular response to mechanical loading in both fibular and calvarial osteocytes. Cell 

morphology thus appears to have an important physiological function in mechanosensing and 

bone adaptation.  
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Figure 4. 3D reconstruction of individual osteocyte lacunae in adult mouse fibula by using nano 
computed tomography scans. A) Longitudinal view, showing the unidirectional alignment of long 
axes of osteocyte lacunae (arrow heads) parallel to the principle mechanical loading direction 
(large arrow), in a section of adult mouse fibula. Bar 15 µm. B) Transverse view, showing the 
thickness of  individual lacunae (arrow heads). Bar, 15 µm. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. 3D reconstruction of individual osteocyte lacunae in adult mouse calvaria by using 
nano-computed tomography scans. A) Longitudinal view, showing the thickness of  individual 
lacunae (arrow heads) and showing the alignment of long axes of osteocyte lacunae in different 
directions, in a section of adult mouse calvaria. Bar 15 µm. B) Transverse view, showing the 
alignment of individual lacunae (arrow heads) in different directions. Bar, 15 µm. 
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Cells orientate due the surface integrins-mediated elongation of stress fibers in the direction 

of principle strains (21,22). It is known that the integrins mechanically couple the cellular 

cytoskeletal network to the extracellular matrix via focal adhesions, which comprise of multiple 

actin-associated proteins such as paxillin, vinculin, talin, and zyxin (23,24).  It has been suggested 

that the application of tension on surface integrins causes elongation of stress fibers along the 

direction of tension (22), and that the cells orient in the direction of the principle strain (21). 

Moreover, stresses applied to integrins can also regulate gene expression (25,26). These unique 

features of the adhesion complexes have led to the suggestion that they can function as 

mechanosensors in cells.  

In bone, osteocytes are widely accepted as the mechanosensors and they form an extensive 

intercellular network via their cell processes throughout the bone (3,4). According to the fluid flow 

hypothesis, the matrix strain-derived interstitial fluid flow imparts shearing forces on osteocytes 

thereby mechanically stimulating them to orchestrate bone remodeling by modulating the activity 

of osteoblasts and/or osteoclasts (5). This hypothesis is further supported by the demonstrated 

interaction of pericellular matrix and the cell process cytoskeleton (8). It has been proposed that 

the actin-rich cell processes possess a  strain amplification mechanism, which might play a key 

role in mechanosensing (8). Presently, there is scant evidence indicating the role of osteocyte cell 

body in mechanosensing. However, recently we have shown that the osteocyte cell body exhibits 

integrin-mediated mechanosensing after localised mechanical loading (9,16), which accentuates 

the possibility of direct mechanosening of matrix strains by osteocyte cell bodies.  

We hypothesised that if osteocytes can indeed directly sense matrix strains in vivo via their 

cell-body cytoskeleton, then the osteocyte shape should bear alignment parallel to the principle 

mechanical loading direction. Confocal laser scaning microscopy analyses clearly showed that 

indeed the long axes of osteocytes in fibulae were more aligned parallel to the principle 

mechanical loading direction (longitudinal) than the long axes of osteocytes in calvariae. This 

pattern of directional alignment, or the absence of it, was confirmed in the entire thickness of 

fibulae and calvariae by using nano-CT analysis. The shape and alignment of tissue cells depend 

largely on the organization of cell cytoskeleton (2). External forces have been shown to modulate 

the shape of single fibroblasts in vitro in accordance with the direction of the applied force (21). 

Moreover, bone cells in vitro have been shown to produce chemical signals in response to direct 

mechanical strains (27,28,29), which are within the predicted range for the in vivo situation (30). 

Hence, it is plausible that the osteocytes do direct mechanosensing via their cytoskeleton in the 

cell body, and thus, align themselves parallel to the principle mechanical loading direction in long 

bones such as fibulae in the current study for efficient load bearing. In contrast, the osteocytes in 

calvaria are exposed to radial and/or tangential mechanical loading due to intracranial pressure 

and/or mastication, suggesting that therefore they are not aligned in any particular direction. 
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During development, fibular and calvarial bones ossify via endochondral and 

intramembraneous ossification pathways respectively (31). Initially, during both pathways 

unorganized woven bone is deposited, which does not change structurally after 

intramembraneous ossification, but after endochondral ossification it gradually assumes a specific 

lamellar pattern in response to stresses applied to the bone (32). The lamellae are aligned parallel 

to the principle mechanical loading direction. Each lamella comprises of mineralized matrix 

containing interconnecting collagen fibers of similar orientation locally. This lamellar construction 

increases the strength of the bone (33). Hence it is likely that the osteocytes, which are 

simultaneously being embedded in the matrix (or osteoid), perform direct mechanosensing of 

matrix (or osteoid) strains via the cell bodies and align themselves parallel to the principle 

mechanical loading direction for efficient load bearing. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that there are significant differences in 3D morphology 

of single osteocytes in fibulae and calvariae bones of adult mice, which probably is an adaptation 

to the differences in physiological mechanical loading patterns in these bones Moreover, 

alignment of single osteocytes in fibular bone parallel to the principle mechanical loading direction 

on fibula, and the absence of such alignment in calvarial bone indicates a plausible phenomenon 

of direct mechanosensing of matrix strains for efficient load bearing by the osteocyte cell bodies. 

This reinforces the widely accepted role of osteocytes as mechanosensors of bone and highlights 

a putative new mechanism of mechanosensing in these cells. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Introduction: External mechanical loading on the mammalian cells results in surface integrin-

mediated elongation of cytoskeletal stress fibres in the direction of principle strains. Paxillin is an 

integral part of the focal adhesions and is known to localise to the mechanosensing region of the 

cell. We hypothesised that if osteocytes, the putative bone mechanosensors, can indeed sense 

matrix strains directly via their cytoskeleton, the cytoskeletal alignment and distribution of the 

paxillin proteins in osteocytes in situ in fibulae and calvariae will bear alignment to the different 

mechanical loading patterns in the two types of bone. 

Materials and Methods: We used confocal laser scaning microscopy to visualise the 

immunofluorescence-labelled actin cytoskeleton in viable osteocytes and paxillin proteins 

distribution in fixated osteocytes in situ. 

Results: In fibular osteocytes, the actin cytoskeleton of the cell bodies and the nuclei were 

elongated and aligned parallel to the principal mechanical loading on fibula, which is longitudinal. 

Moreover, paxillin was clearly localised to upper and/or lower ends of the elongated fibular 

osteocyte cell bodies. In calvarial osteocytes, the actin cytoskeleton formed a relatively more 

round shape of the cell body. The nucleus of individual osteocytes was also relatively round in 

shape. Paxillin was not localised to any particular region but was rather distributed evenly all 

around the osteocyte cell bodies. 

Conclusions: Our results suggest that the external mechanical loading pattern determines the 

orientation of the actin cytoskeleton in the osteocyte cell bodies in situ and that the focal 

adhesions likely mediate direct mechanosensation of matrix strains by the osteocyte cell bodies. 

This provides indirect evidence to a plausible new mechanism of mechanosensation of matrix 

strains via the osteocyte cell bodies in bone.  

Key words: Osteocyte cytoskeleton, mechanosensing, paxillin 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Bone is a dynamic tissue, which remodels in accordance with the external mechanical loading. 

Osteocytes are widely acknowledged as the pivotal cells orchestrating the biomechanical 

regulation of bone mass and structure (1,2,3,4,5). It is believed that mechanosensation of external 

loads by osteocytes initiates the production of signaling molecules, which modulate the activity of 

bone resorbing cells, the osteoclasts and bone forming cells, the osteoblasts. The stellate-shaped 

osteocytes reside within the bone matrix, with their cell bodies occupying the lacunae and their 

cell processes occupying the canaliculi (6,7). According to the lacuno-canalicular flow hypothesis, 

mechanosensing by osteocytes occurs predominantly through the cell processes (8). The strain-

derieved flow of fluid through the lacuno canalicular network imparts shearing forces on the cell 

surface, which are amplified via the interaction of pericellular matrix and the cell process 

cytoskeleton (9,5,10). The osteocyte cell body has not been implicated in mechanosensation as the 

fluid flow-mediated shear forces on the osteocyte cell bodies are too small to be sensed (11). 

However, our recent in vitro studies have shown that both cell bodies and cell processes are 

mechanosensitive to localised loading (12), which suggests that cell bodies might also be involved 

in mechanosensing in vivo albeit via some different mechanism than fluid flow. 

External mechanical loading on the mammalian cells results in surface integrin-mediated 

elongation of stress fibers in the direction of principle strains (13,14). The integrins mechanically 

couple the cellular cytoskeletal network to the extracellular matrix via focal adhesions, which 

comprise of multiple actin-associated proteins such as paxillin, vinculin, talin, and zyxin. It has 

been suggested that the application of tension on surface integrins causes elongation of stress 

fibers along the direction of tension (14), and that the cells in general orient in the direction of the 

principle strain (13). Moreover, stresses applied to integrins can also regulate gene expression 
(15,16). These unique features of the  adhesion complexes have led to the suggestion that they can 

function as mechanosensors in cells (17). 

In vitro studies have shown that focal adhesions play a role in mechanosensation in bone 

cells (18). However, little is known about the presence, distribution, and physiological relevance of 

focal adhesions in osteocytes in bone. Recently, we demonstrated differences in 3D morphology 

and the alignment of osteocytes in unidirectionally loaded mouse fibulae and multidirectionally 

loaded calvariae (19). We proposed a possible role of osteocytes in direct mechanosensing of 

matrix strains via their cell body cytoskeleton. Paxillin is an integral component of focal adhesion 

complexes and is widely used as a parameter to study the distribution of focal adhesions (20,21). 

Moreover, paxillin localises to the cell region, which is actively involved in mechanosensing (22), 
thus making paxillin an ideal candidate to investigate the presence and distribution of focal 

adhesions and their possible physiological relevance in direct mechanosensing of matrix strains 

by osteocytes. 
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The location of osteocytes in hard bone matrix has been an impediment in the study of their 

fine structural details at the subcellular level in situ. Nevertheless, high resolution imaging by 

confocal microscopy allows us to visualise osteocytes in their natural environment of bone matrix 

upto a depth of almost 60 µm. Moreover, combination of recently developed live-cell staining with 

fluorescent markers (23) and visualisation of osteocytes in situ (19) allowed us to investigate fine 

structural details of osteocyte cytoskeleton in their natural milieu of bone matrix. 

In the present study we applied the above mentioned techniques, i.e. the live-cell staining 

with fluorescent markers and visualisation of the osteocytes in situ to demonstrate the differences 

in alignment of actin cytoskeleton and distribution of paxillin protein in osteocytes in situ, in 

unidirectionally loaded mouse fibulae and multidirectionally loaded calvariae. This will help us 

understand better the plausible role of the cytoskeleton of osteocyte cell bodies in direct 

mechanosensing of matrix strains via their focal adhesions. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Bone explant preparation 
Whole calvariae and fibulae were aseptically isolated from 3-6 months old adult C57 B1/6 wild 

type mice as decribed earlier (permission of the animal review committee was obtained) (19). 

Briefly, the periosteal surfaces of the bone explants were gently scraped to remove muscular 

attachments and periosteum for better imaging of the deeper embedded osteocytes. In fibular 

explants, bone marrow was flushed out thrice with 1 ml phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The 

bone was then dissected transversly to obtain pieces of approximately 3x1 mm. In calvarial 

explants, the suture edges were trimmed and pieces of approximately 3x1 mm were prepared. 

The bone explants were then prepared for either live actin staining or were fixated and stained for 

paxillin visualisation as described below. 

 

Osteocyte staining  
Live actin staining 

For in situ live cell imaging, bone explants were incubated and shaken at 350 rotations per minute 

for 7 to 24 hours at room temperature with Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) containing 

5U/ml of Alexa 488 conjugated phalloidin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA)  as described by 

Paltauf-Doburzynska et al. (23). The bone explants were washed once with HBSS. To visualise 

nuclei in live osteocytes in situ, the bone explants were then incubated with 1µM of SYTO 85 

orange fluorescent nucleic acid stains (Invitrogen) in HBSS for 10 min at room temperature. They 

were then washed once in HBSS before visualisation by using confocal laser scaning microscopy 

as described below. 

Paxillin staining 

Bone explants were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Merck, Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA) in 

PHEM buffer made up of 60 mM Pipes (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), 25 mM Hepes (Sigma), 5 

mM EGTA (Sigma), 1 mM MgCl2 (Merck), 3% sucrose, and 0.1% Triton-X100 (Serva, Heidelberg, 

Germany) for 20 min in the dark at 37°C as described earlier (22). After washing thrice for 5 min 

each with PBS, bone explants were blocked in blocking buffer (PBS containing 5% horse serum, 

5% glycine and 0.1 % Triton-X100) for 2 h at room temperature in the dark. Subsequently bone 

explants were stained overnight for paxillin using monoclocal phospho-paxillin (tyr 118) primary 

antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) at a dilution of 1:40 in blocking buffer in 

the dark at room temperature. The explants were then washed thrice for 5 min each with PBS 

and incubated with 1:250 dilution of donkey anti-rabbit IgG alexa 488 (Invitrogen) for 1 h in 

blocking buffer at RT. The explants were washed in PBS thrice for 5 min each and mounted in 

vecta-shield for imaging. 
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Confocal Laser Scaning Microscopy  
Image Acquisition 

Confocal images of osteocytes were obtained by using BioRad MRC-1000 UV Leica confocal 

system attached to a Leica inverted microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). A 

Leica 63x water immersion objective lens was used with a numerical aperture of 1.2 and a 

working distance of 170 µm. The fibular and calvarial bone explants were excited by using a 

krypton/argon laser at 488 nm and the emission was collected at 520 nm. Sequences of x-y 

optical slices were collected as z-stacks, separated by 0.25-0.50 µm on the z-axis. A single 

image of maximum projection was obtained from the z-stacks by using Leica confocal software 

(Leica Microsystems). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Immunofluorescence analysis of actin cytoskeleton in live mouse fibular osteocytes in 
situ by using confocal laser scaning microscopy. F-actin (green) was visualised with alexa fluor 
488 phalloidin, and the nuclei (orange) were visualised with SYTO orange fluorescent nucleic 
acid stains. A) The long axes of fibular osteocytes were organised along the longitudinal direction 
of bone, which is the principle mechanical loading direction in fibula. Bar, 50 µm. B) The actin rich 
cell processes form intercellular connection with surrounding osteocytes.The cell body 
cytoskeleton and nucleus are elongated along the principle mechanical loading direction. Bar, 15 
µm. 
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RESULTS  
 
In order to compare the osteocyte cytoskeleton in fibula and calvaria we studied the organisation 

of actin fibers in live osteocytes and distribution of paxillin protein in fixated osteocytes in situ in 

the two bone types. The actin cytoskeleton of cell bodies of fibular osteocytes was elongated and 

aligned parallel to the principle mechanical loading on fibula, which is longitudinal (Fig. 1A). The 

actin fibres were evenly distributed across the cell bodies. The fibular bone matrix appeared 

heavily interspersed with the osteocyte cell processes. Actin rich processes originating from the 

cell bodies branched and rebranched in different planes to form intercellular connections with the 

surrounding osteocytes (Fig. 1B). Interestingly, the nucleus of individual osteocytes was also 

aligned along the long axis of the cells, and hence parallel to the principle mechanical loading 

direction in fibula. 

The actin cytoskeleton of calvarial osteocytes formed a relatively more round shape of the 

cell body as compared to the fibular osteocytes (Fig. 2). The osteocytes were randomly aligned in 

different directions and their actin fibres were evenly distributed across the cell bodies. Similar to 

fibula, the calvarial bone matrix also appeared heavily interspersed with the osteocyte cell 

processes. The actin rich processes originating from the cell bodies branched and rebranched in 

different planes to form intercellular connections with the surrounding osteocytes (Fig. 2B). The 

nucleus of individual osteocytes was relatively round in shape. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Immunofluorescence analysis of actin cytoskeleton in live mouse calvarial osteocytes in 
situ by using confocal laser scaning microscopy. F-actin (green) was visualised with alexa fluor 
488 phalloidin, and the nuclei (orange) were visualised with SYTO orange fluorescent nucleic 
acid stains. A) The calvarial osteocytes are not aligned in any particular direction, probably due to 
the radial mechanical laoding pattern in calvaria. Bar, 50 µm. B) The actin rich cell processes 
form intercellular connection with surrounding osteocytes.The cell body and nucleus are round. 
Bar, 15 µm. 
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We further investigated the distribution of paxillin proteins in fixated fibular and calvarial 

osteocytes. Paxillin was clearly localised to upper and/or lower ends of the elongated fibular 

osteocyte cell bodies (Fig. 3). Interestingly, in calvaria, paxillin was not localised to any particular 

region but was rather distributed evenly all over the round osteocyte cell bodies (Fig. 4). In both, 

fibula and calvaria paxillin was found only in the cell bodies and not in the cell processes. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Immunofluorescence analysis of distribution of focal adhesions in fixated mouse fibular 
osteocytes in situ by using confocal laser scaning microscopy . Paxillin was visualised by Alexa 
488 labelled secondary antibody against phospho-paxillin (tyr 118) antibody. The paxillin protein 
was localised predominantly in the ‘polar’ regions (arrow heads) of cell bodies of individual fibular 
osteocytes. Bar, 10 µm. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Immunofluorescence analysis of distribution of focal adhesions in fixated mouse 
calvarial osteocytes in situ by using confocal laser scaning microscopy. Paxillin was visualised by 
Alexa 488 labelled secondary antibody against phospho-paxillin (tyr 118) antibody. The paxillin 
protein was distributed evenly (arrow heads) across the cell bodies of individual calvarial 
osteocytes. Bar, 10 µm. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
In this study we demonstrate that the actin cytoskeleton of osteocyte cell bodies is elongated in 

unidirectionally loaded mouse fibula, whereas it is relatively more round in osteocytes in 

multidirectionally loaded mouse calvaria. Furthermore, paxillin proteins and hence focal 

adhesions are more localised to the ‘polar’ regions of elongated osteocyte cell bodies in fibula, 

whereas paxillin proteins are distributed more evenly across the relatively round osteocyte cell 

bodies in calvaria. This is in line with our proposed hypothesis that osteocyte cell bodies might be 

involved in direct mechanosensing of matrix strains. We used confocal laser scaning microscopy 

and immunofluorescence staining to observe subcellular level cytoskeletal details of single 

osteocytes in their natural milieu of the bone matrix. The actin cytoskeleton was studied in live 

osteocytes and distribution of paxillin protein was studied in fixated osteocytes.  

Visualisation of osteocytes in situ in general, and live osteocytes in particular, is tricky due to 

poor optical penetration of hard bone matrix. Although confocal laser scanning microscopy allows 

visualisation of osteocytes in situ upto a depth of almost 60 µm (19), yet it was not possible to label 

the actin cytoskeleton in live osteocytes with standard immunofluorescence techniques. A simple 

but effective alteration in the conventional actin labeling method (see material and methods), as 

reported by Paltauf-Doburzynska et al (23), allows visualisation of actin cytoskeleton in live cells. In 

this study, we combined this live cell actin fluorescence labeling with in situ labeling and 

visualisation of osteocytes in order to study cytoskeletal details of fibular and calvarial osteocytes. 

Mechanosensation is a vital phenomenon for survival of osteocytes and eventually the 

maintenance of bone mass and architecture in accordance with external mechanical loads (1,25,26). 

A wide range of studies, both experimental and theoretical, have highlighted the importance of 

loading-induced flow of interstitial fluid around the osteocytes in mechanosensation by these cells 
(1,2,4,9,10,27) . However, the onus of mechanosensation has been laid predominantly on the 

osteocyte cell processes, owing to the interaction of their cytoskeleton and the pericellular matrix 
(10,28). Moreover, the anatomical location of cell processes in narrow canaliculi makes them 

plausible candidates for amplifying shearing forces imparted by strain-derieved fluid flow (29). In 

contrast, the osteocyte cell bodies have not been implicated in the fluid flow-mediated 

mechanosensation, as the fluid flow-mediated shear forces are too low to be sensed by them (11). 

Moreover, Smalt et al (30), have argued that the mechanical loading of bone is sensed through the 

fluid flow-mediated wall-shear stress rather than by mechanical strain. This in vitro study was 

conducted in a 2D environment on surface attached MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells. However, 

McGarry et al (31), have suggested that the matrix strains have qualitatively different role than the 

fluid flow as a mechanical stimuli in bone physiology. Moreover, we have previously shown in in 

vitro studies that even the cell bodies, as well as the cell processes, are mechanosensitive and 

respond to external cytoskeleton-mediated mechanical loading (12). Consequently, we proposed 
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that cell bodies might be performing cytoskeleton mediated mechanosensation of matrix strains in 

vivo (19). This hypothesis was based on significant differences in 3D morphology of individual 

osteocytes in fibula and calvaria, which have different external mechanical loading patterns. 

External mechanical forces on cells are known to influence cytoskeletal structure and thus cell 

shape (32). Furthermore, the direction of principle strain determines the orientation of cellular 

cytoskeleton (13,14). Indeed, in this study we observe that the cytoskeleton of osteocyte cell bodies 

is orientated in accordance to the direction of external mechanical loading. The fibular osteocyte 

cytoskeleton was orientated predominantly along the longitudinal direction of bone, which is the 

direction of principle mechanical loading. Whereas, the cytoskeleton of calvarial osteocytes was 

not orientated in a particular direction, which can be accounted by predominantly radial direction 

of mechanical loading on calvaria due to the intracranial pressure.  

The above observations of osteocyte cytoskeleton orientation can be readily explained by the 

hypothesis that osteocyte cell bodies can perform direct mechanosensing of matrix strains via 

their cytoskeleton. In mammalian cells, the integrins convey local physical forces by mechanically 

coupling the cellular cytoskeletal network to extracellular matrix via focal adhesions (33). Focal 

adhesions comprise of multiple actin-associated proteins like paxillin, vinculin etc., and are known 

to be involved in mechanosensation in various cell types. External mechanical forces have a 

direct role in the formation of focal adhesions (17). Paxillin localises to the mechanosensing part of 

the cell (22). Hence, paxillin distribution in osteocyte cell bodies in situ is a potent tool to 

investigate whether osteocyte cell bodies are mechanosensitive to matrix strains. Paxillin proteins 

were predominantly ‘localised’ to upper and lower ‘poles’ of fibular osteocytes, whereas they were 

evenly distributed across the osteocyte cell bodies in calvaria. The specific but different 

distribution pattern of paxillin proteins in osteocyte cell bodies in fibula and calvaria can be 

attributed to longitudinal loading pattern and radial loading in calvaria respectively. These results 

further support that indeed focal adhesions in osteocyte cell bodies might be involved in direct 

mechanosensing of matrix strains, which leads to a specific pattern of distribution of paxillin 

proteins in accordance with the direction of external loads. 

Our results suggest that the external mechanical loading pattern determines the orientation of 

the actin cytoskeleton in the osteocyte cell bodies in situ and that the focal adhesions likely 

mediate direct mechanosensation of matrix strains by the osteocyte cell bodies. This provides 

indirect evidence to a plausible new mechanism of mechanosensation of matrix strains via 

osteocyte cell bodies in bone. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION  

 

In this thesis we demonstrate that mechanical stimulation of a single osteocytes results in 

upregulation of intracellular nitric oxide (NO) production, which can be quantitatively monitored 

online by using DAR-4M AM choromophore. A mechanically stimulated single osteocyte 

propagates the mechanical signal to its surrounding cells, both in the presence and absence of 

intercellular connections. Furthermore, both the osteocyte cell body and cell processes appeared 

sensitive to direct localised mechanical stimulation. This led to the hypothesis that osteocytes 

might be involved in direct mechanosensing of matrix strains via their cell bodies. To test this 

hypothesis, we took a cue from the well known fact that mammalian cells sense external 

mechanical loads directly via their cytoskeleton and that these external loads determine cell 

shape and orientation (1-3). In bone, we demonstrated that the 3D shape of osteocyte cell bodies 

and the orientation of their long axes in situ bear alignment to the external principal mechanical 

loading direction in two differently loaded bones, i.e. fibula and calvaria. This hypothesis of direct 

mechanosensation of matrix strains by osteocyte cell bodies was further substantiated by the fact 

that the mechanosensing focal adhesions, visualised by paxillin staining, were distributed in the 

osteocyte cell bodies in both fibula and calvaria in accordance with the principal external 

mechanical loading direction in the respective bones. Paxillin, which is known to localise to the 

focal adhesions in the mechanosensing part of mammalian cells, was predominantly found at the 

upper and lower ‘poles’ of the osteocyte cell bodies in the fibula, which is principally loaded in the 

longitudinal direction, whereas paxillin was evenly distributed across the osteocyte cell bodies in 

the calvaria, which is loaded in different directions.  

 

Osteocytes and Mechanical Adaptation of Bone 
Bone is a metabolically active tissue, which can adapt its mass and structure to external 

mechanical loading through the process of remodelling. Remodelling comprises of a tightly 

controlled sequence of events, which results from a concerted cellular activity wherein bone is 

resorbed by osteoclasts and subsequently deposited by osteoblasts (4). This process of bone 

remodelling is a local self-organising process of mechanical adaptation and is likely regulated by 

mechanosensitive osteocytes (5). Osteocytes constitute over 90-95% of the bone cell population 
(6). Stellate-shaped osteocytes reside in the lacuno-canalicular network within the bone matrix, 

with the cell bodies occupying the lacunae and the cell processes radiating into the canaliculi. Via 

their cell processes osteocytes form a syncytium with the surrounding osteocytes and the cells 

lining the bone surface (7,8). Anatomically, osteocytes are ideally placed in the bone matrix to 

perform mechanosensation (9). A number of studies, theoretical and experimental, have 

supported the hypothesis that flow of interstitial fluid might be the loading-derived factor that 

informs the osteocyte about mechanical loading (10-16). It has been proposed that strain-derived 
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flow of interstitial fluid over the cell processes imparts shearing forces, which are amplified via the 

interaction of pericellular matrix and the cell process cytoskeleton (17). Nearly 50-60 cell 

processes, which are generally less than 0.5 µm diameter each, radiate from individual cell 

bodies in different directions (18). The cell processes are actin-rich structures, which apparently 

posses ultrastructural elements that interact with the fluid flow thus leading to mechanosensation 
(19). On the other hand, it is argued that the osteocyte cell body in vivo is subjected to low 

magnitudes of fluid flow-mediated shear forces, which are too small to be sensed by the 

osteocyte cell body. Hence, little emphasis has been laid on demarcating the role of osteocyte 

cell body in sensing external mechanical loads and thus it has not been implicated in 

mechanosensation.  

Osteocytes lie at the heart of bone remodelling process (20), yet very little information exists 

about the role of single osteocytes in mechanosensation, chemical signalling and thus bone 

adaptation. The bone cells’ response to mechanical loading has predominantly been studied in 

cell culture monolayers or entire bone (12,21-23). The deep seated anatomical location of osteocytes 

in bone matrix, the challenging aspect of imparting mechanical loading and then monitoring the 

biological response at a single cell level likely have impeded investigations at the single osteocyte 

level. In this thesis we addressed this challenge by applying direct mechanical load to single 

osteocytes by using microneedle and optical tweezers and then monitoring the upregulation of 

NO production in real time by using DAR-4M AM chromophore (chapters 3, 4, and 5). 

Furthermore, we used DAR-4M AM chromophore to investigate the 3D morphology of viable 

single osteocytes in situ in mice fibula and calvaria bones (chapter 6). In addition, we studied the 

organisation of actin cytoskeleton in viable osteocytes in situ and the distribution of paxillin 

proteins in fixated osteocytes in situ (chapter 7). 

 

Nitric Oxide 
Mechanical loading in osteocytes initiates the production of signalling molecules like NO and 

prostaglandins. NO is produced when L-arginine is converted to L-citruline in the presence of NO 

synthase enzyme, molecular oxygen, NADPH, and other cofactors (24,25). In the human body, NO 

is one of the most prevalent messenger molecules exhibiting a wide range of physiological and 

pathophysiological effects (26-28). In bone, NO has been shown to modulate the activity of bone 

forming osteoblasts and bone resorbing osteoclasts (29,30). It can be used also as a marker for 

studying the mechanosensitivity of osteocytes (12,29,30) . NO is a small, highly reactive molecule 

with a half life of less than 5 s (27). The quick metabolism of NO makes its online detection and 

monitoring challenging. Fluorescent markers have already been introduced for online intracellular 

NO monitoring in cells (31), but they were limited in their use due to their narrow pH working range 

and interference by autofluorescence from the cellular components because these markers used 

shorter excitation wavelengths. The recently introduced DAR-4M AM chromophore overcomes 
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these limitations (32). However, its specificity in the presence of peroxinitrite was questioned in a 

cell free study (33). In this particular study, high concentrations of peroxinitrite were used, which 

are not kinetically feasible under physiological conditions (34). Recently, Sato et al. (35) described 

an amplifier-coupled reversible fluorescent indicator for NO to visualize physiological dynamics of 

NO in living cells. The major limitation of this NO indicator is that the target cells require genetic 

manipulation prior to monitoring of NO production. In contrast, DAR-4M AM is a membrane-

permeable chromophore, which can be readily used to monitor NO production. By using DAR-4M 

AM chromophore we demonstrated that single osteocytes produce increased amounts of 

intracellular NO after mechanical stimulation (chapter 3).  

Mechanical stimulation on single osteocytes was imparted by using either optical tweezers 

and/or a microneedle. Optical tweezers convey a well-quantified amount of cytoskeletal-mediated 

direct mechanical loads onto single cells, but have limitations in accessing a predetermined 

localized area of the cell. A microneedle imparts mechanical loads, which are relatively less 

quantified, but a microneedle can readily access different parts of a single cell. By using these 

two mechanical loading techniques and DAR-4M AM chromophore for intracellular NO sensing, 

we demonstrated that bio imaging of intracellular NO production in single cells is feasible after 

mechanical stimulation (36) (chapter 3). Furthermore, we describe a novel way to determine 

instantaneous NO concentration in single osteocytes by using the reaction kinetics of NO with 

DAR-4M (chapter 4). This new method to quantify intracellular NO production is particularly 

relevant to detect short term-acute production of NO from individual cells. We applied these new 

techniques, i.e. quantified localized mechanical stimulation and the determination of intracellular 

NO production, to investigate further the role of a single osteocyte in mechanosensation and 

intercellular chemical signaling. 

 

Chemical Signaling  
Single osteocyte level mechanosensing and chemical signaling is essential for osteocyte survival 

and bone remodeling (37). Bone remodeling involves groups of different cells, which collaborate in 

basic multicellular units (BMUs) (38). For concerted activity of these cells, it is imperative for 

mechanosensitive osteocytes to be able to communicate the mechanosensing information to the 

effector cells, the osteoblasts and osteoclasts, within an average BMU radius of 100 µm. Both 

direct intercellular signaling and indirect extracellular signaling likely contribute to the 

communication between osteocytes and the effector cells. In this thesis we demonstrate that 

indeed a single osteocyte can disseminate mechanosensing information to its surrounding cells, 

both in the presence and the absence of intercellular connections (chapters 4 and 5). 

Mechanical stimulation of a single osteocyte in an interconnected network of cells resulted in 

upregulation of intracellular NO production in the stimulated cell as well as in the surrounding 

cells (chapter 4). This upregulation in the surrounding osteocytes might have resulted from 
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intercellular communication by signaling molecules, such as calcium or cAMP, via gap junctions 

or by membrane permeable polyunsaturated fatty acids as they are known to stimulate NO 

production (39-41). Mechanical stimulation has been shown to modulate the activity of gap 

junctional proteins (42) and gap junction-dependent propagation of Ca2+ waves in osteoblasts (43). 

There is little evidence that a mechanically stimulated single osteocyte can propagate a 

mechanical signal to its surrounding osteocytes independent of intercellular connections, hence 

mediated by extracellular soluble factors. In chapter 5, we demonstrate that a mechanically 

stimulated single osteocyte can indeed activate, to different degrees, its surrounding cells via 

extracellular soluble factors up to a distance of at least 175 µm (44). This extracellular signaling 

might have occurred via a variety of extracellular soluble factors, such as NO, ATP, and calcium. 

Hence a mechanically stimulated single osteocyte indeed has the capacity to activate its 

surrounding cells via both intercellular and extracellular factors, and thus might play an 

orchestrating role in modulating the activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts in a BMU. This paves 

the path to delineate the role of the interaction of signaling molecules in single osteocytes to 

unravel the intricacies of mechanotransduction, intercellular signaling and thus bone remodeling.  

 

Mechanosensation 
Over the last decade, both theoretical modeling and experimental data have led to the general 

notion that osteocytes are the pivotal cells in the biomechanical regulation of bone mass and 

structure (5,9,11,14, 20,45, 46). The mechanism of mechanosensing by osteocytes is not yet completely 

understood, but it is believed that strain-derived fluid flow mechanically activates the osteocytes. 

Han et al. (17) have proposed that osteocyte cell processes possess a unique strain amplification 

mechanism, which leads to the mechanosensation of load-derived interstitial fluid flow by the 

osteocytes. In contrast, the osteocyte cell bodies have not been implicated in the fluid flow-

mediated mechanosensation, as the fluid flow-mediated shear forces are too low to be sensed by 

them (47). Moreover, Smalt et al (48), have argued that the mechanical loading of bone is sensed 

through the fluid flow-mediated wall-shear stress rather than by mechanical strain. This in vitro 

study was conducted in a 2D environment on surface attached MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells. 

However, McGarry et al (49), have suggested that the matrix strains have qualitatively different role 

than the fluid flow as a mechanical stimuli in bone physiology. Moreover, we show that both cell 

bodies and cell processes are mechanosensitive to localized mechanical loading (36) (chapter 3). 

Furthermore, we illustrate that the osteocyte cell bodies exhibit integrin-mediated 

mechanosensing after direct mechanical loading (36) , as demonstrated by the upregulation of 

intracellular NO production after mechanical loading of osteocyte cell bodies. This observation led 

us to hypothesize that osteocyte cell bodies in vivo are involved in direct mechanosensation of 

matrix strains via their cytoskeleton. The presently available mechanical loading techniques do 
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not allow direct mechanical stimulation of single osteocytes in situ, hence we sought for indirect 

evidence to test the plausibility of our hypothesis. 

To test our hypothesis of involvement of osteocyte cell bodies in direct mechanosensation, 

we determined the 3D shape and orientation of the long axes of osteocytes in situ in two type of 

bone, fibula and calvaria, which have different mechanical loading patterns (chapter 6). External 

mechanical forces are known to influence cytoskeletal structure and thus cell shape (3). Cells 

orientate due to the integrins-mediated elongation of stress fibers in the direction of principle 

strains (1,2). Integrins mechanically couple the cellular cytoskeletal network to the extracellular 

matrix. This implies that the orientation and shape of the osteocyte cell bodies is determined by 

external loading. Thus, the fibula, which is predominantly unidirectionaly-loaded, should contain 

osteocytes with chiefly unidirectional orientation of their long axes, and the calvaria, which is 

loaded radially and/or tangentially due to intracranial pressure and/or mastication, should contain 

osteocytes, which are relatively randomly orientated. This difference in osteocyte orientation was 

confirmed by using confocal laser scanning microscopy as well as nano-CT analysis (chapter 6); 

osteocytes in fibula were aligned along the principle mechanical loading direction, whereas in 

calvaria the osteocytes were not aligned in any particular direction. High-resolution confocal laser 

scanning microscopy has a limited optical penetration depth, which restricted our study of single 

osteocytes in situ to a depth of ‘only’ 20-60 µm in bone. On the other hand, nano-CT allows high 

resolution optical scans through a maximum of 1 mm bone thickness, which corresponded to the 

entire thickness of calvaria and fibula at the diaphyses. Thus, we confirmed the directional 

alignment of individual osteocytes by determining the directional alignment of the osteocyte 

lacunae across the entire thickness of the bones by 3D reconstructions of nano-CT scans. The 

osteocyte lacunae in the entire thickness (nearly 1 mm) of the fibula were aligned parallel to the 

principle mechanical loading direction of the fibula, whereas osteocyte lacunae in the entire 

thickness (nearly 1 mm) of the calvaria were relatively randomly orientated. This indicates that 

indeed osteocyte cell bodies might be able to sense the external mechanical loads and hence 

orientate in accordance with these loads. Moreover, the 3D morphology of single osteocytes 

revealed that the fibular osteocytes were stretched and relatively flat, whereas calvarial 

osteocytes exhibited a more spherical morphology. This difference in 3D morphology of 

osteocytes in fibula and calvaria bones can be explained as a physiological adaptation to different 

external mechanical loads. In vitro studies on MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells have shown that round 

cells are orders of magnitude more mechanosensitive compared to flat ones (50). Physiologically, 

calvarial bone experiences much lower mechanical loads than long bones, which might indicate 

that the osteocytes in calvariae can maintain their physiological functions even in the presence of 

low mechanical loads and hence are more mechanosensitive than osteocytes in long bones, 

which are exposed to higher mechanical loads. Osteocyte cell morphology thus appears to adapt 
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itself to external mechanical loading and seems to have an important physiological function in 

mechanosensing and bone adaptation.  

The above proposed hypothesis of direct mechanosensation of matrix strains by osteocyte 

cell bodies is further substantiated by the fact that the internal organization of the cellular actin 

cytoskeleton in viable osteocytes in situ adheres to the principle direction of external mechanical 

loading (chapter 7). In mammalian cells local physical forces are conveyed to the cell by 

mechanically coupling the cellular cytoskeletal network to the extracellular matrix via focal 

adhesions (51). The focal adhesions comprise of multiple actin-associated proteins such as 

paxillin, vinculin, talin, and zyxin (52,53). Focal adhesions are known to be involved in 

mechanosensation and downstream signaling in various cell types, and external mechanical 

forces have a direct role in their formation (51). Paxillin localization is widely used to access the 

distribution of focal adhesions in mechanosensing cells and paxillin is known to localise to the 

mechanosensing part of the cell (54). Thus we investigated paxillin distribution in osteocyte cell 

bodies in situ in order to corroborate our hypothesis that osteocyte cell bodies are 

mechanosensitive to direct matrix strains. Paxillin proteins were predominantly ‘localised’ to upper 

and lower ‘poles’ of fibular osteocytes, whereas they were evenly distributed across the osteocyte 

cell bodies in calvaria. The ‘polarised’ distribution of paxillin in fibular osteocyte cell bodies can 

likely be attributed to the longitudinal mechanical loading pattern in fibula, and the even 

distribution of paxillin in calvarial osteocyte cell bodies to the radial and/or tangential mechanical 

loading pattern in calvaria. This specific but different distribution pattern of mechanosensitive 

focal adhesions in osteocyte cell bodies in fibula and calvaria upholds the proposed hypothesis 

that the osteocyte cell bodies are involved in direct mechanosensing of matrix strains via their 

cytoskeleton. 

 
CONCLUSION 
It is feasible to quantitatively monitor online the NO response of a single osteocyte, by using the 

DAR -4M AM chromophore, to a quantified direct, and localized mechanical loading. A 

mechanically stimulated single osteocyte has the competence to communicate the perceived 

mechanical loading signal to its surrounding cells. This intercellular communication can be 

accomplished by signaling molecules traveling via both intercellular connections through cell 

processes, and extracellularly via the soluble factors. Our results suggest that both osteocyte cell 

bodies and cell processes are involved in mechanosensing. The osteocyte cell bodies likely 

sense the matrix strains in bone via their cytoskeleton, mediated by the focal adhesions and 

adapt their morphology for efficient load bearing. This reinforces the widely accepted role of 

osteocytes as mechanosensors of bone and highlights a putative new mechanism of 

mechanosensing in these cells. Thus a single osteocyte has the capacity to perform 

mechanosensing and chemical signaling in response to mechanical loading. 
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ALGEMENE SAMENVATTING 
 
Botten zijn onderhevig aan variërende krachten tijdens dagelijkse activiteit. Zij adapteren hun 

botmassa en structuur, binnen fysiologische grenzen, aan de belastingscondities, om zodoende 

hun gewichtsdragende vermogen te optimaliseren. Osteocyten zijn de centrale cellen die deze 

biomechanische regulatie van botmassa en botstructuur aansturen, hetgeen tot stand wordt 

gebracht middels het proces van botremodellering. Botremodellering is een lokaal proces 

gekenmerkt door botresorptie door osteoclasten gevolgd door botvorming door osteoblasten. De 

activiteit van deze effectorcellen, osteoclasten en osteoblasten, wordt hoogstwaarschijnlijk 

gereguleerd door de mechanosensitieve osteocyten. De osteocyten vormen 90-95% van de 

totale botcelpopulatie in het volwassen dier. De cellichamen van de osteocyten bevinden zich in 

lacunae, die zich in de harde gemineraliseerde botmatrix bevinden. Uit elk cellichaam van een 

osteocyt ontspringen ongeveer 50-60 celuitlopers die straalsgewijs in alle richtingen door 

canaliculi lopen, om zodoende een intercellulair netwerk te vormen met de omringende 

osteocyten alsmede de cellen aan het botoppervlak en het beenmerg. Anatomisch gezien 

bevinden osteocyten in de botmatrix zich in een ideale positie om mechanische belasting op bot 

waar te nemen (mechanosensatie). Hoe de mechanosensitieve osteocyten de mechanische 

belasting op bot waarnemen en adaptieve veranderingen in botmassa en structuur 

teweegbrengen is nog niet precies bekend. Het wordt echter algemeen aangenomen dat het 

mechanische signaal de door belasting geïnduceerde interstitiële vloeistofstroom langs de 

osteocyten is, die vervolgens signaalmoleculen produceren die de activiteit van de effectorcellen 

kunnen reguleren. Dit resulteert vervolgens in een optimale botmassa en structuur. 

Ook al vervullen osteocyten een zeer belangrijke rol in het botremodelleringsproces, toch is 

er zeer weinig informatie beschikbaar omtrent de rol van afzonderlijke osteocyten in 

mechanosensatie, chemische signaalvoering, en dus botadaptatie. 

De belemmering van onderzoek op het niveau van één enkele osteocyt heeft waarschijnlijk te 

maken met de anatomische positie van de osteocyten diep in de botmatrix, alsmede het 

uitdagende aspect van het mechanisch belasten en dan het meten van de biologische respons 

op het niveau van één enkele cel. 

 

In dit proefschrift richten wij ons op de beantwoording van de volgende wetenschappelijke 

vragen: 

1. Is het mogelijk om kwantitatief en online de stikstofoxide respons van één enkele 

osteocyt te meten op een gekwantificeerde, directe en gelokaliseerde mechanische 

belastingprikkel? 

2. Welk deel van één enkele osteocyt is mechanosensitief, het cellichaam en/of de 

celuitlopers? 
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3. Kan één enkele mechanisch gestimuleerde osteocyt het mechanische signaal doorgeven 

aan de omliggende cellen, zowel in de aan- als afwezigheid van intercellulaire 

verbindingen? 

4. Zijn de cellichamen van de osteocyten betrokken bij de directe mechanosensatie van 

matrix strains (vervorming)?  

5. Is het externe belastingpatroon van bot bepalend voor de vorm van osteocyten en/of hun 

oriëntatie langs de lengteas? 

 

Teneinde bovenstaande vragen te beantwoorden zijn we begonnen aan te tonen dat 

mechanische prikkeling van één enkele osteocyt leidt tot een toename van de intracellulaire 

stikstofoxide (NO) productie. NO wordt geproduceerd wanneer L-arginine wordt omgezet in L-

citruline in de aanwezigheid van het enzym NO synthase, moleculaire zuurstof, NADPH, en 

andere co-factoren. In bot is aangetoond dat NO de activiteit van de botvormende osteoblasten 

en botresorberende osteoclasten moduleert, en dat het ook kan worden gebruikt als een marker 

om de mechanosensitiviteit van osteocyten te onderzoeken. NO is een klein, zeer reactief 

molecuul met een halfwaardetijd van minder dan 5 seconden, wat online NO detectie op het 

niveau van één enkele cel lastig maakt. Wij hebben het recent geïntroduceerde NO-gevoelige 

chromofoor DAR-4M AM gebruikt om aan te tonen dat het mogelijk is om online instantaan de 

NO productie in één enkele osteocyt te meten na een  gekwantificeerde, directe en 

gelokaliseerde mechanische belasting, die werd toegediend middels optical tweezers en 

microneedle (hoofdstuk 3 en 4). We hebben deze nieuwe technieken, d.w.z. gekwantificeerde en 

gelokaliseerde mechanische belasting en het bepalen van de intracellulaire NO productie, 

toegepast om de rol van één enkele osteocyt in mechanosensatie en intercellulaire chemische 

signaalvoering nader te onderzoeken.  

Botremodellering is een lokaal proces waar verschillende celgroepen bij betrokken zijn, die 

samenwerken in basic multicellular units (BMU). Voor een georkestreerde activiteit van deze 

cellen is het noodzakelijk dat de mechanosensitieve osteocyten de mechanosensing informatie 

communiceren met de effectorcellen in een BMU, de osteoblasten en osteoclasten. Zowel de 

directe intercellulaire signaalvoering als de indirecte extracellulaire signaalvoering dragen zeer 

waarschijnlijk bij aan de communicatie tussen de osteocyten en de effectorcellen. Mechanische 

stimulatie van één enkele osteocyt, zowel in een onderling verbonden netwerk van cellen als niet 

onderling verbonden, resulteerde in een toename van de intracellulaire NO productie in de 

gestimuleerde cell en in de omringende cellen (hoofdstuk 4 en 5). Deze intercellulaire 

communicatie was waarschijnlijk mogelijk door signaalmoleculen zoals calcium of 3’-5’-cyclisch 

adenosine monofosfaat, membraan-permeabele meervoudig onverzadigde vetzuren die bekend 

staan om hun vermogen NO productie te stimuleren, en ATP. Dit toont aan dat één enkele 
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osteocyt inderdaad de mechanosensing informatie kan doorgeven naar omringende cellen, zowel 

in de aan- als afwezigheid van intercellulaire verbindingen.  

Gedurende de afgelopen decennia hebben gegevens verkregen uit theoretische modellering 

alsmede experimentele data geleid tot de algemene opvatting dat de osteocyten de 

mechanosensoren van bot zijn. Het mechanisme van mechanosensing door osteocyten is nog 

niet geheel duidelijk, maar er wordt verondersteld dat de osteocyten mechanisch worden 

geactiveerd door een vloeistofstroom als gevolg van strain. Volgens Han et al. (PNAS 2004) 

bezitten de celuitlopers van de osteocyten een uniek strain-amplificatie mechanisme, wat 

resulteert in de mechanosensatie van de belasting-geïnduceerde vloeistofstroom door de 

osteocyten. De berekende schuifkrachten op het cellichaam als gevolg van de vloeistofstroom 

worden echter te gering geacht om de osteocyten in situ mechanisch te activeren. In het 

algemeen relateert men dan ook niet het cellichaam van de osteocyt aan het proces van 

mechanosensatie. Bovendien is er weinig experimenteel bewijs voor de rol van het cellichaam 

van de osteocyt in mechanosensatie. Wij tonen aan dat zowel het cellichaam als de celuitlopers 

mechanosensitief zijn voor lokale, directe mechanische belasting (hoofdstuk 3). 

Wij hebben een toename van de intracellulaire NO productie na mechanische belasting van 

de osteocyt cellichamen aangetoond, wat laat zien dat deze cellichamen in staat zijn tot integrine-

gemedieerde mechanosensing na directe mechanische belasting (hoofdstuk 3). Deze 

waarneming was voor ons aanleiding om de hypothese te formuleren dat in vivo het cellichaam 

van de osteocyt betrokken is bij de directe mechanosensatie van matrix strains via het cytoskelet. 

Om deze hypothese te toetsen hebben wij in situ de 3D vorm en oriëntatie van de lengteas van 

osteocyten bepaald in twee typen bot, fibula en calvaria, die fysiologisch een verschillend 

belastingspatroon vertonen (hoofdstuk 6). Wij hebben de 3D vorm en de oriëntatie van de 

lengteas van individuele osteocyten onderzocht, omdat het bekend is dat externe mechanische 

krachten de structuur van het cytoskelet beïnvloeden, en dus de celvorm, en dat de cellen zich 

oriënteren in de richting van de principle strains ten gevolge van integrine-gemedieerde uitrekking 

van stress fibrillen. Door gebruik te maken van confocale laser scanning microscopie hebben wij 

aangetoond dat de oriëntatie van de lengteas van osteocyten in de fibula overeenkomt met de 

hoofdrichting van de mechanische belasting, terwijl de oriëntatie van de lengteas van osteocyten 

in de calvaria geen specifieke richting vertoont (hoofdstuk 6). Tevens heeft nano-CT scan 

analyse aangetoond dat de osteocyten lacunae in de volledige dikte van de fibula (bijna 1 mm) 

een parallele oriëntatie vertonen ten opzichte van de hoofdrichting van de mechanische 

belasting, terwijl de oriëntatie van de osteocyten lacunae in de volledige dikte van de calvariae 

(eveneens bijna 1 mm) relatief willekeurig is. Dit verschil in oriëntatie kan worden toegeschreven 

aan de verschillende belastingpatronen in de twee botten. De fibula wordt voornamelijk in 

longitudinale richting belast, terwijl de calvaria radiaal wordt belast door de intracraniale druk. Dit 

is een aanwijzing dat osteocyt cellichamen mogelijk in staat zijn om externe mechanische 
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belasting waar te nemen en derhalve een oriëntatie aan te nemen die overeenkomt met deze 

belasting. 

De 3D morfologie van individuele osteocyten heeft uitgewezen dat fibula osteocyten 

uitgestrekt en relatief plat zijn, terwijl calvaria osteocyten een rondere morfologie vertonen 

(hoofdstuk 6). In vitro studies met MLO-Y4 cellen hebben aangetoond dat ronde cellen vele 

malen mechanosensitiever zijn dan platte cellen. Fysiologisch wordt een calvaria veel minder 

mechanisch belast dan lange pijpbeenderen, wat zou kunnen verklaren waarom osteocyten in 

calvariae hun fysiologische functies zelfs in de aanwezigheid van zeer geringe mechanische 

belasting kunnen onderhouden, en dus mechanosensitiever zijn dan osteocyten in 

pijpbeenderen, die aan hogere mechanische belasting worden blootgesteld. De morfologie van 

osteocyten blijkt zich dus te adapteren aan de externe mechanische belasting en lijkt bovendien 

een belangrijke fysiologische rol te spelen in mechanosensing en botadaptatie. 

Bovengenoemde hypothese dat directe mechanosensatie van matrix strains wordt uitgevoerd 

door de osteocyt cellichamen wordt verder onderbouwd door het feit dat in levende osteocyten in 

situ de interne organisatie van het actine cytoskelet gerelateerd is aan de hoofdrichting van de 

externe mechanische belasting (hoofdstuk 7). Bovendien werd paxilline eiwit voornamelijk 

aangetroffen in de “bovenste” en “onderste” polen van fibula osteocyten, terwijl dit eiwit 

gelijkmatig verdeeld was over de cellichamen van calvaria osteocyten. De lokalisatie van paxilline 

wordt vaak gebruikt om de verdeling van focal adhesions in mechanogevoelige cellen aan te 

tonen, en van paxilline is bekend dat het is gelokaliseerd in het mechanosensing deel van de cel. 

De “gepolariseerde” verdeling van paxilline in fibula osteocyten kan waarschijnlijk worden 

toegeschreven aan het longitudinale belastingpatroon in de fibula, en de gelijkmatige verdeling 

van paxilline in calvaria osteocyten aan het radiale belastingpatroon in de calvaria. Dit 

kenmerkende maar verschillende verdelingspatroon van mechanosensitieve focal adhesions in 

de cellichamen van fibula en calvaria osteocyten ondersteund de eerder geformuleerde 

hypothese dat osteocyt cellichamen betrokken zijn bij de directe mechanosensing van matrix 

strains via het cytoskelet.  

In dit proefschrift tonen wij aan dat het mogelijk is om de NO respons van één enkele 

osteocyt kwantitatief en online te monitoren, na gekwantificeerde, directe en lokale mechanische 

stimulatie. Mechanosensing en chemische signaalvoering in response op mechanische belasting 

kan door één enkele osteocyt worden uitgevoerd. Een mechanisch gestimuleerde osteocyt kan 

de ontvangen mechanische prikkel doorgeven aan de omringende cellen. Deze intercellulaire 

communicatie wordt mogelijk gemaakt  door signaalmoleculen die zich zowel door de celuitlopers 

via intercellulaire verbindingen verspreiden, als extracellulair via oplosbare factoren. Onze 

resultaten suggereren dat zowel het cellichaam als de celuitlopers van de osteocyt betrokken zijn 

bij mechanosensing. Waarschijnlijk nemen de osteocyt cellichamen de botmatrix strains waar via 

hun cytoskelet,  middels de focal adhesions, en passen zij hun morfologie en oriëntatie aan voor 
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een efficiënte draagkracht. Dit versterkt het algemeen geaccepteerde concept van de rol van 

osteocyten als mechanosensoren van bot, en benadrukt de mogelijkheid van een nieuw 

mechanosensing mechanisme in deze cellen. Concluderend kunnen we stellen dat één enkele 

osteocyt de capaciteit heeft om mechanosensing uit te voeren alsmede chemische 

signaalvoering in gang te zetten in respons op mechanische belasting. 
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Thank you! Dhanyawad! Dank je! 
 
The process of completing a PhD degree is almost over, and the enjoyment of the fruits of this 
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Prof. Vincent Everts, let me restart…Vincent, discussions with you have always been informative 
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Djien, the cushion of your company in the office has been an effective support during the ups and 
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Many thanks to the ’wedding gang’ Agnes, Ton, Jack, and Dan. You guys made my day extra 

special by being a part of it. Besides, Agnes, thanks for the friendly warmth during our bike ride 

discussions. Ton, thank you for your undemanding affection and for being my efficient crisis 

manager. Jack, alles has always been goed with you around, and maybe we meet in space some 
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Vatsa and his family for their unconditional love and support. My deepest regards and gratitude to 
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